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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It appears the non-resident dispute
, between the. Calloway County and
Murray Independent school districts
has become somewhat of a ping-pong
match.
Reconvening Friday afternoon after
recessing its special called meeting
from Thursday night, the Calloway
Board of Education made a counter.offer to a proposal it had received earlier Thursday from the Murray board that
called for a gradual reduction in

Murray's non-resident enrollment
advantage over Calloway.
"We're kind of going back and forth
now," said Calloway Superintendent
Steve Hoskins."We've tweaked theirs a
little bit and now we're asking them to
look over ours, and we may keep doing
this."
Hoskins e-mailed the counter-proposal to Murray officials last night.
"But I'm pretty sure they're going to
have to have time to look at it and
digest it a little bit before they can do
anything with it," he added. "But

they're trying and we're trying, so
maybe we can get this worked out."
Thursday, in its own special called
meeting, the Murray board passed a
proposal that covered a plan to reduce
the imbalance. Murray's plan, which
included a tuition charge for any number of Calloway district students wanting to attend city schools in the coming
year, asked that Calloway release average daily attendance money to Murray
for 911 students for the 2004-05 year
while Murray would release ADA funding for 240 city district residents attend-

ing Calloway.
Starting with 2005-06, it calls for a
gradual reduction in the imbalance with
ADA funds being released for up to 775
the first year,640 the next, 505 the next
and 370 in 2008-'09 with the idea being
for no imbalance to exist by 2009-'10.
Calloway's plan calls for a reduction
that would result in an even swap
between the districts by 2007-'08, with
Calloway releasing ADA to Murray for
up to 462 students for 2005-'06, then
releasing ADA funds for up to 252 for
'06-'07.

SEE- PAGE 41.3 I OH DE MILS

for 2007-08, the Calloway proposal
calls for ADA funds to be released to
Murray on a one-for-one exchange
basis.
Friday's proposal also yields a little
from previous plans with Calloway
stating it will release ADA to Murray
for up to 672 of the 911 for the current
year, as opposed to the original total of
433 that was thought to be the amount
of students Murray was receiving from
Calloway residences when the dispute
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Tax, spend
plans OKd
by leaders
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House
Democratic
and
Republican leaders agreed on a
tax plan Friday that found widespread bipartisan support, even
from Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
The measure passed easily
with a 96-4 vote, sending it to
the Senate for consideration.
"The bill is not everything
that I want and the people of
Kentucky need, I believe. But it
is a very good start," Fletcher
said during a hastily called news,
conference.
The tax package makes some
significant changes from the one
proposed by Fletcher, who met
with the lawmakers Friday'
morning and then canceled
scheduled appearances so he
could review it.
Instead of Fletcher's 31-cent
increase in the tax on a pack of
cigarettes, lawmakers went with
a 26-cent rise. Their plan also
includes no provision for future
increases based on taxes in surrounding states, as Fletcher's
did.
Rather than add the existing 6
percent sales tax to retail sales of
alcohol as Fletcher proposed.
the legislative proposal would
increase the wholesale tax on
alcohol from the current 9 percent to II percent.
On the individual income tax,
legislative leaders agreed on a
small reduction from the existing 6 percent rate to 5.8 percent,
but raised the threshold at which
taxes must be paid to the federal
poverty level — $18.850 for a
family of four. The 6 percent
rate would stay in effect for
incomes above $75,000.
the
Officials estimated
change would mean about
300,000 people who now have
to file income tax returns would
not have to do so.
Fletcher had proposed gradual cuts in individual income
taxes over the coming three
ears and removing wage earners who make less than $12,000
from the rolls.
The corporate income tax
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Twnes photo
Adam Ellis carries Carrie Hommert through a portion of the presentation, "Firestorm," during a performance by tOe Murray State Dance
Company at Calloway County High School's Jeffrey Gymnasium Friday morning. This particular performance, choreographed by instructor
Ivan Pulinkala, was in observance of the 50th anniversary of the bombing of Dresden. Germany during World War II. Ellis and Hommert were
playing the part of planes during this scene.

Terrorist bomb kills
36 in Baghdad church
By JAMIE TARABAY
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Many kneeling in prayer, Shiite
Muslims were attacked in their
mosques and on the streets
Friday on the eve of their holiest
day, with five bombings killing
36 people in the deadliest day in
Iraq since the Jan. 30 national
elections.
There were no immediate
claims of responsibility for the
blasts — three of them suicide
attacks — in Baghdad and
Iskandariyah, south of the capital. But Shiites blamed radical
Sunni Muslim insurgents, who
have staged Car bombs, shootings and kidnappings to try to
destabilize Iraq's reconstruction.
"Those infidel Wahhabis,
those Osama bin Laden followers, they did this because they
hate
Shiites," said
Sari
Abdullah, a worshipper at
Baghdad's
al-Khadimain
mosque who was injured by
shrapnel from the explosion.
"They are afraid of us. They are

not Muslims. They are infidels."
The imam at the alKhadimain mosque used the
minaret's loudspeakers to appeal
for blood donations.
At the ai-Bayaa mosque in
the Capital, quick action from a
security guard may have prevented more bloodshed. Amer
Mayah said he opened fire on a
man — apparently a second suicide attacker at the mosque —
who was trying to pull two
grenades from his pocket, "and
immediately he exploded."
The attacks happened on the
eve of Ashoura, which marks the
10th day of the Islamic holy
month of Muharram and the
death of Imam Hussein, the
grandson of the prophet
Muhammad, in a 7th century
battle for leadership of the
Islamic world.
Similar attacks last year during Ashoura killed 181 people in
Baghdad and Karbala, a city that
is holy to Shiites.
Mouwaffaq al-Rubaie, the
national security adviser for the

interim government. accused
Jordanian-born terror suspect
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi and former Baath party members of trying to provoke a ,sectarian civil
war.
"It's a paradoxical idea when
they claim that they are fighting
the infidels and at the same time,
they kill Muslims during Friday
prayers," he said.
He said Shiites, who make up
60 percent of the population,
would not call for retaliation
against the minority Sunnis who
were favored by' Saddam
Hussein's regime.
"I am happy and proud of the
people's reactions," al-Rubaie
said. "Those who lost their sons
and relatives didn't call for retaliation against Sunnis, which
reflects their awareness and
understanding of what is going
on.
Walid Al-Hilly, a leading figure of the Shiite-led Dawa Party,
said the attacks would not stop

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Help! Dunker has been kidnapped. Sort of.
But it's to bring attention to
a good cause.
In an effort to get 50 volunteers to pledge their time and
energy to non-profit organizations for the following year.
the Murray State University'
American Humanics Campus
Connection Volunteer Center
are informing the public that
the university's equine-clad
mascot has been snatched and
members won't let him go
unless they get their volunteer
pledge quota.
On March I. Dunker will be
lodged inside a makeshift jail
at the Curris Center's Rocking
Chair Lounge. Those interested in volunteering (and letting
Dunker once again run free
and roam sidelines and basketball courts) can sign up from
10 a.m. until 1
01
p.m.
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The event is sponsored by
MSU's American Humanics
Youth
and
Nonprofit
Leadership Program. Roger
Weis. head of the department,
said student volunteers have
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The attacks, which wounded
dozens,, made Friday the deadthe Shiites from trying to coop- liest day since last month's ekeerate with Sunnis and other lions for a new national assemminorities in a new government. bly. The Shiite ticket, the United
"They kill unarmed men. Iraqi Alliance, won 48 percent
women and children who want of the vote in Iraq's first demoto glorify the ceremonies of cratic balloting, while Sunnis
Ashoura. These terrorist actions mostly did not vote.
will not intimidate us nor make
Shiite politicians are negotius change the way that we ating over whom to nominate for
choose freedom from tyranny prime
Former
minister.
and oppression." he told Al- Pentagon favorite
Ahmad
Jazeera • tele% ision. -We chose Chalabi. a secular Shiite,
the path of brotherhood, cooper- claimed,in an Associated Press
ation and unity. between Sunnis, interview on Friday that he had
Shahak. enough support to hest the other
Kurds,
Shiites.
Turkomen and Christians and all leading- contender, interim vice
other sects.president Ibrahim al-Jaafari.
Despite Chalabi's confidence, much depends on which
of the two 58-year-old men
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not involve himself in such
details. '
"He encouraged people to
have elections and it is now up
to the various parliament groups
to make choices of people who
will emerge in the government.
He isn't involved in the details,"
Chalabi said.
Chalabi also said that if he's
chosen prime minister, he would
seek to establish an agreement to
govern the presence of U.S.
troops, and open the heavily fortified Green Zone, now housing
government buildings and the
U.S. and British embassies, to
the Iraqi people.
In a reminder of the dangers
facing American troops here, a
U.S. soldier was killed Friday on
patrol in northern Iraq and a second was killed in the south, the
military said. Three other
American soldiers were killed in
separate attacks in the country's
north on Wednesday and
Thursday.

would fall more gradually in the
House plan from the current
8.25 percent to 7 percent in 2006
and 6 percent in 2007. Fletcher
had dropped the rate to 6 percent
immediately.
An alternative minimum tax
for companies that duck income
taxes was changed to cover
gross profits instead of gross
receipts.
Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond,
the
House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee chairman, said the
corporate tax package is especially attractive because it
broadens the companies who

often showed up in surprising
numbers to rescue Dunker in the
past. and a good turnout is also
expected this year.
"We kidnap Dunker every
year to recruit students to volunteer their time to civic organizations such as Red Cross and Big
Brothers-Big Sisters," Weis
said. "We've been doing this
now for 10 years and it's just a

Friday's attacks on Shiites
began with two suicide bombings outside mosques in predominantly Shiite neighborhoods of Baghdad.
The first explosion at the alKhadimain mosque killed IS.
while the second, at al-Bayaa.
took 10 more lives, an official at
Baghdad's al-Yaimouk Hospital
said on condition of anonymity.
The al-Khadimain bombing
occurred just outside the
entrance to the mosque as people were still inside praying. The
al-Bayaa attack also took place
outside the mosque, as prayers
were about to end.
Another explosion hit a
Shiite religious procession,
killing two and injuring five,
according to Iraqi police Lt.
Wand Hussein. A fourth attack,
involving a suicide bomber,
struck an Iraqi police and
National Guard checkpoint in a
Sunni neighborhood, killing at
least one policeman.

will be liable for payments while
reducing overall rates.
"I think the governor made a
true tax reform proposal for
businesses," Moberly said.
Rep. Jim
Wayne, DLouisville, said the package did
not do enough for income tax
relief
for
the
poorest
Kentuckians and gave companies too much of a break. But he
voted for it anyway.
-Make no mistake, this is not
real tax reform," Wayne said
during a floor speech."We have
done nothing more than take a
long, convoluted path to merely
remain in the same precarious
financial position."

fun, silly way to get our students
to participate. We usually get
more than 50, but that's our target."
Murray State's senior cheerleading squad will also be on
hand to cheer up Dunker and
cheer on those that would apply
as volunteers, primarily for the
local Big Brothers-Big Sisters
program that matches adults
with school children as friends

Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at 9.11 a.m. Thursday at Gray's Fle
• Tools were reported stolen at 6:21 p.m. Thursday at an
Embassy apartment.
• James. E. Bynum, 19, of Murray, was arrested for first-degree
trafficking a controlled substance (cocaine) after he seen sitting
near ammonia tanks at Royster Clark on Thursday. Dunng a traffic stop, cocaine was found in his vehicle.
Murray State University Police Department
•A third-degree burglary case was opened after cash was reported stolen from Hart College at 12:21 p.m. Thursday. It remains
under investigation.• An officer found prescription drugs in an improper container
while on a traffic stop at 4:11 p.m. Thursday at Gilbert Graves
Drive and Chestnut Street. A report was taken.
• An electrical fire was reported in a Clark College room at 9:19
p.m. Thursday. The residence director reported a resident
bumped an electrical outlet and the outlet sparked. The spark
made a black mark on the wall. There was no fire. The Murray
Fire Department and Central Plant was advised.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs arid citations from various agencies.

Blunt force trauma
killed Livingston infant
Ky. (AP) — County Hospital contacted state
An autopsy police at 7:50 a.m. CST on
showed that Thursday and reported that a
a 3-monthwoman had delivered a dead
old baby boy baby to the emergency room.
died of blunt
Reed had a domestic violence
force trau- order filed against him, ordering
m
a
. him to stay away from the boy
Kentucky and his mother, according to the
State Police Livingston County Circuit Clerk
said
on of Court.
Friday.
The order was issued Nov.
Reed
The 16, 2004 and was in effect for
baby's father, Roger Reed Jr., two years, according to the
28,of Carrsville, is charged with clerk's office. No other details
murder and violation of a about the order were available
domestic violence order, He was Friday.
in the Livingston County Jail.
State police detectives were
Officials at the Livingston -still investigating.

and mentors.
Weis also said a film crew
from KET would be on site the
day of the event to do a documentary about the program's
effort for non-profit organizations.
Many of the Youth and NonProfit Leadership Program's
giaduates have become leaders
for the Red Cross, United Way,
Big Brothers-Big Sisters, Boys

and Girls Clubs of America, as
well as hospital. college, and
ministry programs nationwide.
Citing more than 50,000
career openings in the field each
year. the MSU program prepares
students for leadership roles in
youth programs, human services
and other non-profit efforts,
according to Wellness and
Therapeutic
Sciences
Department literature.
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Mrs.NiceSWthoildm
Prayer services for Mrs. Alice Studnicka will be Monday at 5
pin, at St. Henry'sCatholic Church, Aurora. Visitation will be
at the
church from 3 to 5 p.m. Monday.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at Rose Hill
Cemetery, Marion, Ill. Fr. Carl McCarthy and Fr. Richard Mohr will
officiate.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Humane Society, 303
West 5th St., Benton, KY 42025.
Mrs. Studnicka, 86, Benton, died Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2005, at
10:44 a.m, at her home.
A retired bookkeeper, she was a member of Marion Hospital
Auxiliary, Marion, ill., and of St. Henry's Catholic Church, Aurora.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Daniel James
Houser, and her second husband, Edward Studnicka. She was the
daughter of the late Alvin George Trierwieler and Clara Mary
Vosholler Trierwieler.
Survivors include one son, Alvin James Houser and wife, Pat,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lillian (Babe) Allan, Freeburg, Mo.; three
grandchildren.

Military draft would likely not
improve quality of armed forces

By
BRETT
BARROUA good economy and a try."
falling unemployment rate mean
OUERE
Despite those challenges.
fewer people are looking for Rochelle said, the Army expects
Associated Press Writer
jobs, so the military may not be to meet its recruiting goals for
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
as attractive an option for some- 2005. That's because the people
A military draft would not
one making a good salary, said in the targeted recruiting age
improve the quality of soldier
Rochelle, a Norfolk, Va., native. range — 17 to 24 years old —
over the current all-volunteer
"Recruiting is a challenge in are "joiners" who are willing to
Army, the head of U.S. Army
the best of times," Rochelle said. serve, Rochelle said.
recruiting said.
"We're competing with indus"They're
civic-minded,"
Maj. Gen. Michael D.
Rochelle, commanding general
of the U.S. Army Recruiting
Command at Fort Knox, said
Thursday the volunteer soldiers
are ones that want to be a part ot
the military, making them -as
Mr. Troy L Brown
MY SERVICES INCLUDE:
wonderful a soldier as one can
Troy L. Brown, 89, of Murray, died at 1:20 p.m. Friday, Feb. 18,
imagine."
2005 at the West View Nursing Home, Murray. Arrangements are
*Mowing Lawns *Leaf Remov
"I think what we have toda!,
incomplete at Blalock -Coleman &York Funeral Horne.
*Gutter Cleaning
far surpasses a draft," Rochelle
told a Rotary Club audience.
*Trimming Shrubs
Rochelle, 54, oversees 7.0(X)
*Light
Landscaping *Adulchin
.4
Army recruiters worldwide and
has a $250 million advertising
budget with a goal of bringing in
80,000 new soldiers this year.
Despite those impressive soundLarry Galloway
ing numbers, Rochelle said,
Home:(270)753-8682 • Cell: (270)227-0726
meeting the Army's recruiting
goals is a daunting task.

Rochelle said. 'They recognize
the threat very well that Sept. 11
poses."
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US troops suffer
non-combat
deaths even as
attacks level off
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
U.S. troops in Iraq have suffered
a rash of fatal vehicle accidents
and other non-combat deaths in
recent weeks, even as the number killed in insurgent attacks
has declined.
Although details of recent
accidents have not been made
public, some officials believe
the jump in their number can be
explained in part by turbulence
from the troop rotation that is
now approaching its peak. with
tens of thousands of troops
arriving and like numbers going
home.
"The sheer volume of soldiers on the ground and high
volume of vehicular traffic may
reflect a higher rate of individual
accidents or non-battle injuries,"
said Maj. Richard Goldenberg,
spokesman for the 42nd Infantry
Division of the New York Army
National Guard, which is commanding a mixed Guard/regular
Army task force responsible for
an area of north-central Iraq.
There currently are about
155,000 U.S. troops in Iraq,
according to the U.S. military
command in Baghdad. That is
the highest number of the entire
war, including the initial invasion.
The number of troops is
expected to drop to about
135,000 over the next month or
two as units that complete their
One-year tours of duty in Iraq
pack up and head for home.
Some were held beyond their
planned departure dates in order
to provide extra security in
advance of the Jan. 30 election.
In the first 16 days of
February, there were 14 noncombat deaths, compared with
16 combat deaths.
January had the highest number of accidental or other nonhostile deaths for any month of
the war, with 51. That included
30 Marines and one Navy corpsman killed in a single helicopter
crash, on Jan. 26. Even setting
that accident aside, the Army
alone had 18 non-combat deaths
in January — the most for any
month of the war except August
2003. when it reported 22.
January also had 47 combat
deaths, down from 57 in
in
125
and
December
November.
Although U.S. deaths in
insurgent attacks have declined
the past two months, the number
of attacks has not. The U.S. military command in Baghdad said
Thursday that in the two weeks
Sace the Jan. 30 election there
have been 1,012 insurgent
attacks. compared with 1,876
from Jan. 1-29.
The spike in non-hostile
deaths in January and February
edincides with the troop rotation, which began in small
stages last fall hut reached its
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peak over the past two months.
The last'time there was a notable
increase in non-combat deaths
was during the previous troop
rotation — in February and
March of 2004, according to
Pentagon casualty statistics.
Fatal accidents and other
non-hostile deaths are almost
inevitable in a war zone, and
during 2004 the number reported each month in Iraq stayed
within a fairly narrow range —
from a low of five in June to a
high of 19 in March. The average during the year was 11 per
month.
T'he latest surge in accidental
deaths began in mid-January
and has continued well into
February.
This week alone, vehicle
accidents killed at least eight
soldiers and Marines. That
includes three crashes on
Wednesday that killed two
Marines, two soldiers and one
Iraqi civilian and wounded two
soldiers and two Iraqis. In addition,
one
soldier
died
Wednesday on an unidentified
U.S. base in Iraq from what the
Army described only as a "noncombat injury."
The names of those latest
U.S. casualties had not been
released as of Thursday.
The non-hostile deaths also
include a Feb. 13 incident in
which three soldiers with the 3rd
Infantry Division died in Balad,
north of Baghdad, when their
Humvee military vehicle overturned while on a combat patrol
and plunged into a canal. Air
Force Staff Sgt. Ray Rangel
died trying to rescue the soldiers
in the canal. The 3rd Infantry
Division arrived in Iraq in
January.
For the entire war period, the
Pentagon says 1,459 U.S. troops
have died; 346 were non-hostile
deaths

For over 2 million Union Planters customers,
banking just got even better.
Same friendly faces / Same convenient branches / Same pin number
Everything you like about Union Planters will still be there. You'll keep your same account
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Don't Forget
Retired Teachers
minds into powerful tools for
As Yogi Berra once said, progress. Teachers surely do not
"It's déjà vu all over again."
take on this incredible responsiLast fall, as the General
bility for the glory, and certainAssembly met in special sesly not for the pay. They teach
sion. I joined in a broad effort
simply because they recognize
to ensure that health care benethat education is the building
fits for
block of a progressive society
retired
and a successful economy.
teachers
Teachers sign an unwritten,
would not
but broadly-understood combe cut drapact — in return for their hard,
matically.
noble work at low pay, we proWe wrote
vide teachers with good beneletters, held
rallies and
fits: affordable health care for
themselves and their own chilmet with
Guest Voice legislators to dren and the promise of a safe
and secure retirement.
By Jonathan ensure that
However, under current law,
the state
Miller
teachers are treated
honofed
its
retired
Kentucky State
inequitably from other public
sacred comTreasurer
employees. While medical
pact with
insurance benefits for other
these noble
educators.
state employees are part of an
inviolable contract with the
In a rare recent case of bipartistate, retired teacher benefits
sanship in Frankfort, House
are limited to the funding availBudget Chair Harry Moberly
able, otherwise known a payled a successful legislative
effort to restore access to,
as-you-go plan.
affordable health care for our .
Next Tuesday at 1 p.m., we
retired teachers.
will join again for a "Don't
But as the General Assembly Forget Retired Teachers" day in
meets again this winter. the
the Capitol Rotunda in
Administration has submitted
Frankfort. where we will rally
et another budget proposal
and meet with our,legislators.
that falls short — far short —
We will urge the General
of the commitment we must
Assembly to increase the level
make to retired teachers.
of funding for retired teachers'
Indeed, unless the legislature
benefits to the amount previincreases funding, some retired
ously promised.
teachers and school employees
However, this is just a temwho now pay no premium for
porary solution. We will also
health coverage could be forced urge our legislators to address
to pay up to $515 a month.
the long-term funding inequity,
This crisis has(familiar
and give retired teachers the
cause: dramatic increases in
same inviolable contract that
health care costs combined with other state employees share. We
an increasing number of babycannot find ourselves replaying
boom retirees. The Kentucky
the same budget crises and
Teachers Retirement System — reactive measures every two
on whose Board I serve —
years for decades to come.
anticipated this problem by
I am very encouraged by
building a more than $150 milrecent public statements of Rep.
lion reserve fund, and by suc- Harry Moberly that he recogcessfully lobbying the General
nizes the problem, and that the
Assembly to enact legislation in interests and needs of retired
early 2004 to provide a suffiteachers are important priorities
cient state contribution tc main- to him and the House leadertain the retired teachers' medship. I urge legislators on both
ical plan at current levels.
sides of the aisle - in both
But with no budget passed
chambers - to follow Rep.
last year, the legislation went
Moberly's leadership on this
unfunded. And the
issue.
Administration's budget bill fell
There are more than 34.000
approximately $81 million
retired teachers and school
short of the prior legislative
employees in Kentucky. All
commitment.
have contributed a portion of
Of course. every Kentuckian their salaries towards their
has faced the squeeze of skyretirement and health care benrocketing health insurance costs efits. All have gone into their
in recent years. But our retired
classrooms every day, accepting
educators deserve special conpeanuts for paychecks, with the
sideration from our lawmakers.
promise that future benefits
would help redress many of
Those of us with school-age
their sacrifices. We owe it to
children deeply understand the
them to uphold our side of the
value of talented teachers who,
compact, to provide them with
day after day, put all of their
the secure and healthy retireenergies into shaping young
ment they sorely deserve.

r

Setting the record straight on tobacco
Last year, Congress approved an historic next decade. This money will help pay
buyout for Kentucky's tobacco growers that them to pay the mortgage, put their chilwill pump more than $2 billion into
dren through school, let many of them stay
Kentucky's economy over the next ten
on the farm, and provide a sense of security.
years. It was one of my proudest moments to many Kentuckians.
since I came to the
But now what Mr. Pendleton and some
United States Senate
others have strangely argued for is that
and I am happy that We
these families should give up their share of
were able to get it done. $2 billion for a part of $140 million.
After nearly a decade of
Somewhere along the line, they failed
work, it was our only
math
shot at getting real help
Many of us in Congress worked for
for tobacco farm famiyears to pass a buyout, and it was nothing
lies and we took it.
short of a miracle that we were able to get
So I was appalled
it done despite the complaints from the
last week to read in
On The Hill some Kentucky papers a anti-tobacco forces in Congress. But after
Congress acted a state court judge in North
By Sen. Jim
dangerously misleading
Carolina mistakenly ruled just before
Bunning
opinion piece written by
Christmas that because of a legal technicalR-Kentucky
State Sen. Joey
ity tobacco companies are off the hook for
Pendleton criticizing
an additional $140 million they owe to
Sen. McConnell and
farmers as part of Phase II of the Tobacco
myself for our work on
Master Settlement Agreement that was
behalf of Kentucky farm families. Once
signed in 1998.
again Sen. Pendleton has shown the poor
But if the judge, or any of the carping
judgement that he is famous for. He either
critics in Kentucky had bothered to read the
did not understand the facts or was lying
actual legislation, they would have seen
about them.
that Congress clearly saw this predicament
Since I sat on the conference committee
coming and we intended buyout benefits to
that wrote the tobacco buyout law, I am
go in addition to Mae II money. The
writing to set the record straight for the
USDA agreed with us because if you ask
people of Kentucky.
any tobacco grower they haven't gotten
If anyone has a problem with the bill,
their real beef is with a bad judge in North , their checks yet.
I whole-heartedly agree that it is unforCarolina, not the good legislation that
tunate that an appointed judge has thrown a
Congress passed. As I noted before, the
buyout bill provides approximately $2 bilmonkey wrench into the works for
lion to Kentucky farm families over the
Kentucky's farmers by denying them

monies they are rightfully due. That decision has been appealed and I hope the
appeals court does the right thing for our
farm families.But to now argue that
because of a judge's mistake.in December
that Congress, acting in October, should
have passed a bigger buyout is either just
plain dumb or a political cheap shot.
Just a few days ago, Sam Moore, the
President of Kentucky Farm Bureau, called
the buyout bill "an historic achievement."
But now the confused critics make the
mind-boggling argument that we should not
have passed the $2 billion in buyout benefits because it later cost us the $140 million
in Phase II money.
The buyout bill was landmark legislation
of Kentucky, and if a little common sense
prevails in the North Carolina courts,
tobacco farm families will get the additional benefits from the Phase II settlement.
Even better, we were able to protect our
tobacco farmers in the future from even
more government regulation by keeping the
Food and Drug Administration off the farm.
The buyout we passed deliberately did
not include FDA regulation. It's the best
of both worlds for our growers: they get
relief without having to worry about FDA
inspectors poking around their barns.
The buyout bill was a good bill that
many of us feared would never pass. But
it did and it's going to help Kentuckians for
years to come. Perhaps next time the confused critics should bother to read the legislation and get the facts straight before they
start scaring and misleading Kentuckians.

The Mighty Mississippi
It had been several years since I had
seen The River, but recently I returned
to it. The River, of course, is the
Mississippi. I grew up near it, although
closer to the Tennessee and
Cumberland Rivers, which are but
primitive country lanes compared with
the wide thoroughfare of the
Mississippi. Having seen it, once I
learned to read, I could appreciate
Mark Twain in ways others could not.
It is still as muddy, sweeping, and
shifty as it always was. For something
that is never the same from minute to
minute or from year to year, it gives
the appearance of never changing.
Heraclitusbuilt a philosophy on such a
river as this: "You can't step in the
same river twice." Life along its hanks
has changed even as the river seems
constant. There are new industries,
new churches, new families with nonsouthern names, new skyscrapers. and
even a basketball arena under a gigantic lite-sized pyramid.
Back behind the banks, there are
larger but fewer farm fields and more
pa‘ed arteries, but there still remains
plenty of empty space and open sky
and plain folks. Alex Haley, an author
who has bought attention to that
region--as Twain did up on the
Missouri side and Walker Percy did

down nearer New Orleans—was laid to
rest back behind the Mississippi banks
in the little town of Henning. whose name the world now knows because of
Roots.
My own unfulfilled dream is to ride
the Mississippi; I've crossed it and sat
on its banks many times but have
never gotten to ride it. Years ago while
in New Orleans. my wife and I got to
board the Delta Queen. an old-fashioned classical riverboat. It was
docked near the French Market and
was giving a free calliope concert.
Ever since, I've wanted to cruise on it-either upriver or down. I'm not particular. The Delta Queen has a new (and
bigger) sister, the American Queen. To
ride leisurely down from Cincinnati
past Louisville, St. Louis. Memphis.
and Vicksburg. with chandeliers blazing and calliope blasting, would be an
experience.
On its inaugural trip the American
Queen ran aground on a sandbar. The
bottom of that river is floored with
wrecks from last century's boats that
suffered worst fates. The worst maritime disaster in Arnenca history was
the sinking of the Sultana on April 27,
1865, a northern charter boat returning
freed Yankee prisoners to their homes.
Conservative estimates counted about

1,800 dead.
In May of 1825, the famous French
General Lafayette was nearing the end
of his year-long, glorious return tour of
the country he helped found. A grateful
nation greeted him everywhere he
went. He came up the Mississippi to
St. Louis, turned up the Ohio, then
went down the Cumberland to
Nashville to visit Andrew Jackson,
came back up to the Ohio, and was
headed toward Louisville on the
steamboat, Mechanic. Just after midnight. the boat shook violently and
then stopped. At first it was assumed
the boat had hit a sandbar, but then it
turned out it had struck a snag and was
.inking rapidly. Lafayette was awakened and hurried to a lifeboat but
refused to leave without a snuffbox
given him personally years before by
George Washington.
There is a naval base at Millington,
north of Memphis. hiindreds of miles
from oceans. It used to strike us as
strange to see sailors in whites and
naval officers in blues in Memphis. so
far from carriers and battleships. To
easterners unfamiliar with what lies
west of it. the Mississippi is an ocean.
America has always been two nations.
separated by the Mississippi Ocean.
East and West separations came more

naturally, and have
lasted longer than
the artificial North
and South ones.
Yankees and southerners have had to
work hard to be different from each
other; with easterners and westerners it
has been a native
instinct. It is easier
for easterners to
cross the Canadian
By Larry
border than to cross
McGehee
the Mississippi.
Syndicated
Most easterners get
Columnist
as far as the eastern
Mississippi River
shore, see its analogy with Jordan's
swelling tide, and then turn back like
Hebrews reluctant to cross. They had
to give away free land and gold mines
to get folks to go across in settlement
days. The Mississippi was more of a
barrier westward than it was a gateway.
But flowing southward, the river
was another matter all together.
America almost went to war several
times over it. Even when America had
no navy at all and an army of only
about 7,000 soldiers, it was ready to

take on Spain or England or France for
the rights to the river. The Mississippi
dragged the rich topsoil and produce of
the north southward. It became a symbol of southern power and aspirations.
In the Civil War, northern victory as
far back east as Virginia came only
after capturing and controlling it.
In the quiet surface constancy of its
exterior, masking its roiling and relentless underbelly, it was also a symbol of
the modern dynamo, a God-made
machine of such energy and power that
mortal men seeking immortality had
no choice but to try and copy it.
Manmade technology has succeeded in
copying it, but always in miniature; we
mortals have a long way to flow before
we match the power of the Mississippi.
Often damned but never dammed
and never doomed — it treats and
greets us as the irrelevant twigs we
are, paralyzing us with its panorama of
majesty and might while carrying us in
fantasy or reality on its racing currents.
tg) 2005. Wofford College, SC
29303
Larry McGehee, professor and vice
president at Wofford College, may be
reached by e-mail at mcgelteeltewoffoniedu.
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COMMUNITY
'Teacher of the Year' award
will be given to local teacher
Applications for the annual "Teacher of
the Year" award by Wal-Mart are now
being accepted.
This award is designed to recognize
teachers who have gone above and beyond
normal expectations.
Applications, now available at the WalMart customer service desk, must be
returned to Wal-Mart no later than Feb.
27.
Jo's
The winner will receive a $1,000 grant
Datebook made payable to the school where the
By Jo Burkeen teacher is teaching.
Community
Editor
A chili, soup and sandwich meal will be served Sunday at
12:30 p.m. by the United Methodist Women at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church. Donations will be accepted for church
activities, according to Marcia Crick, UMW president.

Special event at church

IMP Chapter meeting Monday

Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP) will meet Monday at 5:15 p.m. at
the Pella Corporation. Kay Hays, CAP Kentucky division president, will present a brush up course on "Punctuation and
Grammar." For more information call Jeanne Fleming, chapter
president, at 753-5650. All area office administrative staff are
welcome.

Lodge meeting on Monday

Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall, Highway 121
North at Robertson Road North.

Theta dinner will be Monday Club

will have
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
a guest night dinner, catered by Vickie Geurin, on Monday at
6 p.m. at the club house.

Rho Chapter will meet Monday

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at the home of Marlene Beach.

Al-Anon Family Group will meet
at noon

at St.
Al-Anon Family Group will meet Monday
Leo Parish Center. located on Payne Street behind St. Leo
Catholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give
comfort to families and friends of alcoholics. The only requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism
in a relative or friend.

meet
Parent Support Group will Parents
Anonymous,
Parent Support Group, formerly called
will meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call
753-7004.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure and pulse checks and lipid profiles on
Monday from 8 a.m. to noon at Weaks Community Center,
Murray; on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. at Wal-Mart. Murray; on Wednesday from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at Cadiz Baptist Church, Cadiz; on
Thursday form 6 to 10 a.m. at Center for Health & Wellness,
Murray. For information call 762-1348.

Ehn/Vine Street Watch will meet
hood Watch

will
All members of Elm/Vine Street Neighbor
parkCenter
ty
Communi
Weaks
the
in
p.m.
8
at
meet tonight
ing lot for the planned installation event of the first Neighborhood Watch signs in this area.

11

Murray Woman's Club members at work

SeniorActivities

4-H events scheduled for Monday include Livestock Judging meeting from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Extension office and
Country Ham Project Group at Broadbent's in Cadiz.

Girl Scouts taking donations
will have

11:4

etwo YOUR WEXVI/CANIVEMY*1
1/0104140f Iva To Ste You/
•basting Glasses•Serving Sets•Cake Toppers•Garters & More!
Coil For Your WeddIng Consultaron Today.
CIA/2
C.
BAKERY & CATERING

311

a table at
Murray-Calloway County Girl Scouts
Sunday
and
today
Show
Garden
and
Lawn
Home,
the Murray
at MSU Regional Special Events Center. The scouts will be
accepting donations for the purchase of cookies for Froggy's
"Treats for Troops" as a part of their "Hometown Hero's pro-

715 I S. 124 St. (Across trini Food Gkild)
Owner
Ihmrsy•(270) 762-0450 • Maio

sign-ups
YSA taking baseball, softball
and softball league

Murray Youth Sports Association baseball
will be today from 3:30 to 7 p.m. at Murray Wal-Mart. The
.
final day for registration will be Feb. 26, also at Wal-Mart
For information call YSA President Mickey McCuiston at 7538844 or the MCC Parks office at 753-0325.

y
Youth soccer tryoutsforSunda
U10 Competitive Girls and

JERRY'S

NOW
°PEW

Wiloa),A*PReception
9n Honor of

A Chili and Wild Game Supper
tonight at 6
Baptist Church, 4974 Dunbar Rd., New Concord,
the supper
Men,
Baptist
p.m. Sponsored by the Blood River
and shark.
goose
wild
venison,
fish,
will feature wild turkey,
promotion.
special
a
in
away
given
be
will
shotgun
H&R
An
Lester at
Clint
,
436-2410
at
For information call Doug Shields
.
436-2739
at
Newberry
Eddie
436-2408 or

rooms & Vrides-'o-3e
'Refreshments Served
'Live Entertainment Provided By
Violinists Constance & Jessica Ottway
•Wedding Decor On Display
•Certified Wedding Planner Lexie Moore Will Be
Available For Questions.Tips & Info

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
PADUCAH

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed
— no wailing!
Money ti clothing ready for pick up at end of vale

— 1-5 P.M.

SUNDAY, FEB. 20

KIPSIONMENT SALE
March 4 & 5 Drop(XI
Feb.18 & 19 Drop Off
Mardi 8 • 18• Cores- Lone Oak Rd.
Feb. 22 - 25•Sboppiag Plaza
* Murray clothing pick-up available *

270-339-4584

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

Supper tonight
Chili and Wild Game will
be held at Blood River

MAYFWLD

PLEA MARKET AND WOODCRAPTS

514 N. 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066
Bird Houses
Inside and Outside
Custom Work Available
Booths Available
Upon Request!

Murray Youth Soccer tryouts
Creek
Boys teams will be Sunday from 3 to 4 p.m. at Bee
teams
season
2005
spring
the
for
is
This
.
Soccer Complex
2005
which begins Feb. 28. Kids that are returning from fall
informore
For
again.
tryout
to
need
competitive teams do not
mation call David at 759-5851.

S.

G - 12:45 - 2:25 - 6:30
Boogeyman
PG13 - 4:00 - 8:00 - 9:50

Home
Auto
Form
IRA's.
Nursing Home

Hitch
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:55 • 7:20 - 9:45
Constantine
R - 12:55 - 3:30 • 7:00 - 9:35

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www kfbmurray.com

gram."

re

HospitalMenus

"Heart-Smart- is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitiap;
said the menus are designeg
to help those restricting saw:
rated fats and sodium in theii
•
diet.
Menus, subject to occasio4al change, for the week dl'
Feb. 21-27 have been released
as follows:
.•
Monday - *BBO chicken,
meat loaf, smoked sausage,
sauerkraut. 'green beans. German Potato salad. 'glazed carrots, 'vegetable beef and barley soup.
Tuesday - spiral baked ham,
liver and onions, 'fish filet
and
macaroni
almondine,
cheese, mashed potatoes with
gravy, 'seasoned cabbage, fried
zucchini, 'chicken noodle soup.
Wednesday - Domino's
pizza. Swiss steak, oven baked
Photo provided
chicken, new red potatoes,
er and
'baby carrots, garden blend vegMembers of the Murray Woman's Club are pictured removing old wallpap
s are
etables, broccoli cheese bites,
preparing the wails for new paint on the lower level of the club house. Member
are
soup,
taco
Pictured
ting.
redecora
of
cost
the
reduce
to
order
in
ves
themsel
doing the work
y - 'oven roasted
Thursda
and
n
McMulli
Pat
,
Joanne Cavitt, Martha Cratton, Norma Frank, Barbara Brandon
Joe on bun.
Sloppy
chicken,
members
Gale Vinson, members. Crafton is coordinating the efforts of the many
'pork loin, baked beans. yellow squash casserole. 'tender
involved in the redecorating process.
spinach, corn fritters. potato
and bacon soup.
Friday - prime sea 'strips,
beef stroganoff. 'southwest
Stride with Pride Walkers at grilled chicken and also served
ter for more details.
BY TERI COBB
10 a.m.. Powder Puff Pool from with bacon and cheese, 'tenthe
Activities and menus for
Activities director
10 to 11:30 a.m. with any der noodles, asparagus-pea
Murray-Calloway County week of Feb. 21-25 have been female aged 60 and over invit- casserole. •Harvard beets,
Wisconsin
potato.
Senior Citizens are now in our released as follows:
ed to participate. and Pinochle 'baked
Monday events include Club at noon. Free assistance cheese soup.
facility at the George Weaks
Health Express at center from with income tax preparation will
Saturday - 'cabbage roll.
Community Center, 607 Poplar
a.m. to noon, Armchair
8:30
ed peas,
St.. Murray. We invite you to Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.. Stride be each Wednesday from 9 pork cutlet, 'black-ey potatoes
mashed
greens.
'turnip
in
13
April
until
p.m.
4
to
a.m.
many
check our facility and the
with Pride Walkers will meet
but will and gravy, fried okra, soup of
services offered. Our telephone at 10 a.m. to go walk at RSEC, the Computer room,
be for drop-ins only. On the the day.
number is 753-0929.
Nutrition Class on "Heart Health" lunch menu will be spaghetti
Sunday - 'roast turkey
We invite you to come and at 10 a.m., Caregivers Support with meat sauce, tossed salad, breast, tender beef tips with noojoin us for lunch which will Group at 12:30 p.m. in the garlic bread, margarine and dles, corn bread sage dressing, 'green beans, 'peas and
be served Monday through Fri- education room, and Beginning banana.
day at 11:30 a.m. for a dona- Line Dancing at 2 p.m. and Interinclude carrots, soup of the day.
events
y
Thursda
at 2:20
(*denotes heart-smart selection of $1.50. Lowfat milk. mediate Line Dancingthe lunch Strength and Stretch Class at
On
gym.
the
in
p.m.
coffee and ice tea are our daily menu will be BBC) sausage, 8 a.m.. Ceramics Class from tion)
choices of beverages. Meals corn, spiced apples, roll, mar- 9 to 11 a.m. in gym and Canasta at 12:30 p.m. Baked ham,
are also sent to private homes. garine and orange.
sweet potatoes, green beans,
atransport
The center offers
Tuesday events include
CALL 753-1916
margarine and cherry
tion on a daily basis from 9:15 Strength and Stretch Class from biscuit,with cherry frosting will
cake
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live 8 to 9 a.m. in the gym, devo- be on the lunch menu.
TO SUBSCRIBE
in the city limits and need a tion at 10 a.m., a new group
include Armevents
Friday
ride to our center, the doctor, to discuss women's issues at chair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.
education
Walkers at
.•
grocery store, bank or phar- 10:30 a.m. in the
at 1:30 Stride with PrideOpen Bridge
Pong
Ping
and
room,
day
one
and
a.m..
10
macy, call at least
p.m. in the gym., Parkinson's
ahead of time to schedule your Disease Support Group at noon begins at noon. On the lunch
Theatres
menu will be taco salad, refried
1008 Chestnut St
ride.
in education room, and Ping beans, lettuce, tomatoes, torNO CHECKS
Our exercise room is open Pong at 1:30 p.m. in the gym.
sour cream and
Monday through Friday from Those who have signed up for tilla chips,
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB. 24
Moon pie.
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who the Paducah Shopping Trip
SI10PMES BEFORE6 DION sr I SUk DV
Murray-Calloway Senior Citleave
to
are 60 and older are invited should be prepared
agency.
Way
United
a
is
izens
to exercise at no cost. We also the center at 9 a.m. Tenyaki
Because of Winn-Dixie
have two indoor Shuffleboard chicken, rice, California vegPG - 1:30 - 3:45 - 6:50 - 9:05
margarine
Courts available. Our basket- etable blend, roll,
cream sandwich will
ball court is also open for a and ice
Son of the Mask
on the lunch menu.
be
BOB
times.
and
variety of games
1:05 -3:15 - 7:10 - 9;10
PG.
include
events
Wednesday
Times are also set aside for Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
CORNELISON
women only. Contact the cenPooh's Heffalump Movie

4-H events are scheduled

a

ur r OA dist gni

1

STUART
ALEXANDER

The Wedding Date
PG13 • 1:35 - 3:35 • 7:15 - 9:15
Hide And Seek
R - 9:25
Are We There Yet?
PG. 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:25
Program information Cali 753-3314 :

OPEN
FEBRUARY 2 1 ST
IT'S YOUR
BODY...

BUILD IT:
MEMBERSHIP
S I 0 N; U PS
FEB 1 7' 4-8 PM
FEB 1 8— BAM-4PM
FEB 1 9" 1 OAM.2PM
FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIPS FEBRUARY 2 1 --282005
50% OFF JOINING FEE THRU MARCH 3 1
NO JOINING FEE FOR YMCA MEMBERS
FREE T-SHIRT WITH PAID MEMBERSHIP

615 F

12th Si.• tfrrrav. KY

(270) 293-3312

061:a

wvnv.merssotlaicono
Lexie 'loom, th. pier

oes,:oot •

BOB CHESTNUT ST, STE B
(FORMER YMCA LOCATION)
761-ERER (3737)
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Food Check-Out Day Gift

•Calloway...
From Front
started last fall.
"It's positive to have a counter proposal that we can look at
Murray
said
now,"
Superintendent Dale Reid,
reached after Calloway's meeting. "We are closer now. I don't
know how many steps it may
• take between us, as far as sending proposals to each other, but
there is now two-way dialogue.
, "On a scale of to 10, we've
probably been at around a one
the last two or three weeks.
Now, after the last two days, I'd
say we're tight in the middle,
may be a five or even a six,"
Reid said.
Kentucky Department of
Education Commissioner Gene
Wilhoit has said that, should the
districts not reach an agreement
hr early March, he would make
a ruling. Then came Thursday
%%hen Murray made its latest
oittr and Calloway met and discuised the offer for nearly three
hokirs in executive session.
Friday's continuation of that
session lasted an additional 2 1/2
hours:
However, while the last two
days seem to have produced
progres toward an agreement
heiti!, reached, officials insist
there is still work to be done.
-From my perspective,

though, it is still important tor us
to start out with the actual number of students(911) and look at
the decreases from there.- Reid
said. "We also have to look at
the financial issues here, like
what it might mean with tuition
and how much we would have to
charge.
'The proposal we sent
(Thursday) certainly has some
compromises in it, but with
compromise, you've still got
five different voices involved,
so we'll see what happens when
we get the chance to talk about
this."
Calloway differed from
Murray's Thursday offer by asking that Murray buses not run
outside the city district's boundaries, vlhere Murray called for
not running buses outside the
city limits, which extend beyond
the district.
In addition, the meeting also
proceeded with the remaining
items on its agenda, all of which
covered preparing to counter the
appeal Murray has already filed
with the Kentucky Department
of Education.
Calloway approved the hiring
of attorney Kenneth Henry from
Louisville's Pedley, Zielke,
Gordinier & Pence law firm as
Co-counsel for the district in
answering the Muniny appeal
over the ADA issue. in addition,

the hoard also approved the
authorization of necessary
action to protect Murray resiattending
students
dent
Cal loss ‘t schools.
A measure to pass a resolution to request an independent
investigation of the Murray district's misreporting of non-resident students, though, was
tabled.
"You never know what's
going to happen with this. We
just want to be ready in case we
do have to proceed with the
appeals process," said Jeff
Gordon, Calloway board chairman."And that could be stopped
at any time, too. If we both reach
an agreement, then there would
be no need for going through
with it.
"But they have finally sent us
an offer that would benefit the
Calloway County school district, and it shows how we can
get to the balance between the
districts. That's what we've
asked for since this started. But
still, our job, as board members,
is to secure the Calloway
County school district's best
interests, and that's what we
must do." ,
Reid said he believed
Tuesday would be the most likely time for the Murray board to
meet to discuss Calloway's new
offer.

Medical malpractice
effort stalled in senate
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
proposed constitutional
A
amendment on medical malpractice stalled in the Kentucky
Senate on Friday as Democrats
and a lime Republican blocked
the measure.
The hill. aimed at curbing
rising malpractice
di ictors
IllsUralls.e rates, came up two
otes short of passage. Senate
President Da'. id Williams, RBurke.% il le. sowed afterward to
iiroduce his measure in the
204 it, General Assembly. Even if
t3i• prop,,sal had passed the leg!,1,11 Lire this year, it wouldn't
has e reached the ballot until
r test rear.
"You may be assured that I'll
make sure the debate continues
here.- Williams said.
The proposal has been
strongly hacked by doctors and

hospital groups. If ratified by
voters, it would give the General
Assembly power to limit awards
medical malpractice victims
receive for pain and suffering
damages.
punitive
and
Lawmakers could also set up a
pretrial "alternative dispute resolution" system to review malpractice claims fpr potentially
frivolous lawsuits.
The Senate vote was 21-13. It
takes a three-fifths majority —
23 votes — to pass a constitutional amendment in the Senate.
Twenty Republicans plus
Independent Sen. Bob Leeper of
Paducah voted for the bill.
Twelve Democrats along with
Republican Sen. Tom Jensen of
London voted against it. Two
other Democrats abstained —
Sens. R.J. Palmer of Winchester
and Tim Shaughnessy of
Louisville.
Jensen said afterward that the
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legislature should be reluctant to
put "artificial limits" on the
amount victims can recover for
personal injuries.
"How do we know what they
deserve." Jensen said in an interview. "Let a jury make that decision. They get to hear the evidence.Senate Minority Leader Ed
Worley said Democrats wanted
to hear guarantees from the
insurance industry that the bill
would improve malpractice premiums paid by doctors.
"I think what the insurance
companies would do is to say
'Thank you for limiting our liability, Mr. Doctor. here is your
insurance bill, pay it." said
Worley, D-Richmond.
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Health information tech
bill wins Senate passage
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
I-RANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
-A bill aimed at putting Kentucky
at the forefront of improving
information technology in
health care won easy Senate passage on Friday.
Teaming up as leading sponsors of the bill were senators on
opposing sides in last year's
bruising U.S: Senate race —
Democrat Daniel Mongiardo
and Republican David Williams.
The bill passed 36-0 and now
heads to the House.
Mongiardo narrowly lost his
bid to upset Republican U.S.
last
Bunning
Sen. Jim
November. Williams, the state
Senate's top leader, was- among
Mongiardo's harshest critics
during the campaign, and his
comments sometimes became
highly pe,rkga&
Mongiardo
On
and another
than
Repuhfic awmaker. Sen. Julie
Denton of Louisville. for help-

S
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American Breast Care brings you the
comfortable, beautiful bra you've
been waiting for. It's our very first
seamless, molded-cup, pocketed bra!
Made of a beautiful nylon/spandex,
this is a revolutionary design that's
invisible under clothing
and provides the
ultimate in comfort!

yl

invites you to a

(undergoing treatment for cancer)
It unable to attend, you may send love
offerings to: Don Wells, Treasurer,
510 Richardson, Murray, KY 42071.
'Make checks payable to LCP Church*

Directions: 10 miles 94 East, right 1346, right on Liberty Rd.

• The Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Board will meet in session
Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room.
NI The Murray Planning
Commission will meet in special session at 5 p.m. Tuesday
at city hall for an advisory
meeting on the proposed construction of a new location of
The Murray Bank at 700B N.
12th St.
United
Calloway
III
Benevolent Services (CUBS)
will meet Wednesday at noon
at Glendale Church of Christ.
Every agency, organization,
church or other entity with a
service mission is encourgaed
to participate. To reserve
lunch, phone 762-7333.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church

ing shape the legislation. And he
praised President Bush, another
Republican, for emphasizing the
need to improve the nation's
information technology in
health care.
The subject has been a priority for Mongiardo, a doctor from
Hazard, and he said Kentucky
should move quickly to become
a national leader in improving
communications in health care.
The benefits would include
lowering health costs and saving
lives by reducing medical errors,
Mongiardo said. Kentucky
could become the site for a
national center for health information technology that would
bring high-paying jobs, he said.
It also would improve access
to the most up-to-date medical
information in rural areas so"we
can treat every patient as equally at the Mayo Clink. or Hyden,
Kentucky." hesaid.
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Rice on Racers'menu
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
While it will not have any
bearing on their standing in the
Ohio Valley Conference race or
on their chances of earning
another NCAA Tournament
berth, Saturday's matchup with
Rice is important to the Murray
State Racers for one reason:
Exposure.
The Racers are one of 22 socalled "mid-major" conference
schools who will be featured on
national television as part of
Buster
Bracket
ESPN's

Saturday.
In its third season, the madefor-TV event is designed to pit
prominent "mid-major" programs against one another three
weeks prior to Selection Sunday.
Eight of the 22 pariticpating
teams played in last year's
NCAA Tournament. Three
matchups
feature
games
between tournament teams, with
the top game pitting Nevada
against Vermont. Also, Pacific
hosts Texas-El Paso, and
Western Michigan travels to
Northern Iowa. The other two

teams who appeared in the "Big
Dance" last year are MSU and
Southern Illinois, which visits
Kent State.
In other games, Bowling
Green will host Arkansas-Little
Rock, Buffalo takes on Fresno
State. Drexel travels to Ball
State, Illinois State plays
Wisconsin-Green Bay, Wichita
State 'meets Miami (Ohio) and
Wisconsin-Milwaukee travels to
Hawaii.
Following Thursday's disap-

Date: Today
Tlp-oft: 4 p m
Sits: Rice Gym
Series record:
Rice leads 1-0
1.ast meeting
Dec 4 1992
Rice 89, MSU 78
Coaches: (Mick
Cronin (42-16,
season).
2nd
State.
Murray
Wilson
Willis
13th
(182-184
season). Rice
Radio/TV: Racer Network (Froggy
103 7 FM), with Neal Bradley and
Nathan 1-iigdon/CCS, UPN The Beat

iii

•See MSU Page 2B

MISSISSIPPI STATE vs. KENTUCKY

UK coach rings in
6 a.m. wake up
call as Wildcats
prepare to host
Mississippi State

t

•

Smith reverts to reveile
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
One bad game could be considered an aberration, which is
why Kentucky coach Tubh!
Smith wasn't overly upset after
the Wildcats struggled past
woeful Georgia.
Two straight bad games it a
trend nobody associated with
Kentucky basketball wanted to
develop, so after the thirdranked Wildcats (19-3, 10-1
Southeastern Conference) lost
their first league game of the
season, on Tuesday at South
Carolina, Smith began making
ctianges.
A week after saying the
Wildcats didn't need 6 a.m.
practices to remind them to
stay focused, Smith held one on
Thursday. He's also simplifying the offense as Kentucky
prepares to host Mississippi
State (18-7, 6-5) on Saturday
night.
"Coach always tells us to
play the right way," Kentucky
senior forward Chuck Hayes
said. "The last two games. we
haven't."
Rebounding and taking care
of the ball are two areas Smith
said cost the Wildcats in the 6051 .win over Georgia last
Saturday and the 73-61 loss to
South Carolina.
Opponents have outrebounded Kentucky in four of
the last five games. and the
Wildcats committed a seasonhigh 21 turnovers against South
Carolina, more than eight
above their season average.
Kentucky is fourth in the
SEC, averaging 73.9 points per
game.) but against South
Carolina, the Wildcats had a
season-low 18 field goals.
"We've been doing the
basics properly," Smith said.
"We've just had some breakdowns at the offensive end.
We've got to find a way to
score more points and create
some points."
Smith said he made the mistake of trying "to do too much
with this group from an offensive standpoint,- and players
said Friday that more time than
usual has been spent in practice
since the South Carolina game
working on offensive technique.
"Everybody was upbeat and
going as hard as they can and
really trying to get better." said
junior swingman Kelenna
Azubuike, the team's leading
scorer at 14.2 points per game.
"Every time we did something that wasn't exactly right,
he'd show us how to do it

e-eor
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AP Photo

NASCAR driver Dale Earnhardt Jr., watches from the
NEXTEL Garage at the Daytona International Speedway in
Daytona Beach, Fla., on Friday. Earnhardt's pit crew was
servicing his car during a practice session for the
Daytona 500.

DAYTONA 500

Earnhardtteam facing
Daytona challenge

AP Photo

morning practices this week in
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith has called two early
on Mississippi State tonight at
hopes of re-focusing his Wildcats when they take
Rupp Arena in Lexington.
The Bulldogs spent much of
right." Azubuike said of Smith.
season in the rankings Date: Tonight.
the
"I think we've been playing
slumping after starting Tipott: 8 p m
before
part,
most
the
for
defense
OK
Winsome Frazier Site: Rupp Arena.
guard
but our offense hasn't been as point
Lexington. Ky
Jan. 8 against Series
foot
his
broke
"
change.
good
a
record:
-good, so it was
they
Frazier,
With
ppi.
Kentucky leads 81Smith said one emphasis has Mississi
17
been on effective passing, a started the season 14-2. Since Last meet'ng
67.
Kentucky
topic he's discussed numerous his injury. they're 4-5.
Mcssissippi State 66. Jan. 13, 2004;
Frazier played for the first Starkville, Miss
times this season.
Coaches: Rick Stansbury (144-71,
"The only thing I know is to time since the injury on seventh season: 144-71 seventh seappi
Mississi
in
day
Wednes
go back to the practice court
son over*, Mississippi State, Tubby
season. 334and spend more time on the State's 80-72 loss to LSU. scor- Smith (210-55, eighth
117, 14th season overa/11. Kentucky
in
bench
the
off
points
II
ing
fundamentals," Smith said.
Radio/Television: ESPN. with Brad
• "What happens when you're 24 minutes of playing time. Messier, Dick Vitale and Enn Andrews,
BasketbaN Radio Network. with
not playing well is everything Mississippi State coach Rick MSU Cnstil
and Jim Ellis; University of
Jack
was
Frazier
said
ry
Stansbu
ing's
Everyth
.
is exposed
Kentucky Radio Network, with Tom
I
than
e
effectiv
more
Leach, Mike Pratt and Dave Baker
wrong. You look at every little "much
Starting Lineups:
thing. and one of the things that thought he would be" but said Probable
Mississippi State (16-7, 6-5): Fhas jumped out at me is we're he didn't know how much Lawrence Roberts, 17 8 ppg, 11.3 rpg,
just not passing the ball very Frazier would play against 'F-Ontario Harper. 7.8 ppg. 5.0 rpg; C-Marcus Campbell, 7.0 ppg. 5.9 rpg;6
Kentucky.
well."
Shane Power. 11.1 ppg, 4.0 rpg, Gteam
his
said
ry
Stansbu
"a
Kentucky's players are
Earvin Gary. 8.2 ppg. 5.1 apg.
little anxious" about having the expects the Wildcats "should Kentucky (16-3, 10-1): F-Chuck
get Hayes, 106 ppg. 8.7 rpg; F-Kelenna
chance to play again after two be mad as hornets when we
Azubuike. 14 2 ppg, 4.7 rpg; Cthere."
in
s.
showing
er
lacklust
straight
Randolph Morris, 8.4 ppg, 3.9 rm.6Mississippi State has won Ripon Rondo, 8.5 ppg, 3.0 era 6Smith said. But Mississippi
Sparks. 111 ppg, 42 apg.
State isn't an ideal bounce-back nine straight games following a Patrick
loss.
opponent.

Murray sweeps Bulldogs off their feet
Lady Tigers girls hold
off late run by Fulton
City, win 67-65
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FULTON, Ky. — Barry Graves had a
game-high 22 points, while teammate Keith
Burton tossed in 21 as Fulton City ran away
with a 77-48 victory over Murray High
School Friday night.

DAYTONA BEACH. Fla.
AP) — A week ago, just about
everybody was convinced the
arnhardt Inc. team's
Dale
Daytona dominance was done.
Forget it.
After struggling last week in
qualifying, the DE1 duo of Dale
Earnhardt Jr. and Michael
Waltrip suddenly jumped back
into the role of favorites for
Sunday's Daytona 500 with an
electrifying performance in their
150-mile qualifying race.
After coming from the rear of
the pack in the Thursday qualifier, two-time 500 winner Waltrip
shot past defending rake champion Earnhardt on the final
straightaway to win by half a car
length.
"Dale Jr. said that everything
would be clear after Thursday
and I think he's right," Waltrip
said, grinning. "We've got fast
cars."
Even after losing Thursday.
Earnhardt was sounding just as
confident.
"It never was that we were
Earnhardt
off,"
falling
explained. "It's just that other
people have been catching up.
Nobody should be surprised if
me and Michael are still running
good at Daytona."
How true.
International
Daytona
Talladega
and
Speedway
Superspeedway — NASCAR's

"In the first quarter they really jumped
The Tigers (9-15) fresh off of a win
on us and it was an up-hill battle the
out
111.,
County,
Pope
Thursday night against
said Tiger assistant coach
were led by Tim Masthay and Hugh Rollins' entire game,"
Lovett
Brent
13 points.
The Bulldogs (9-11) closed the third
Kenneth Trice, a freshman guard for
up 52-36 and let Murray High get
quarter
guard
Murray. tacked on nine. Fellow
within 10 in the fourth quarter
to
back
added
on
McCuist
Blake
and
Brooks Hudson
on a 12-0 run to make it a 22going
before
three points apiece, while Todd Buck, Ted
Fulton City.
for
lead
point
two
scored
all
Volp
Masthay and Chess
"With about 5:00 to go we had them on
points.
were threatening." Lovett
Fulton City opened with a first quarter their heels and
going
back,
looked
never
and
25-10 lead
into the lockeroom up 34-18.
•See TIGERS Page 2B

longest and fastest ovals — are
the only tracks where the cars
are slowed for safety reasons by
horsepower-sapping carburetor
restrictor plates.
. The slower speeds tend to
bunch up the field, with a lot of
two- and three-wide racing.
Over the past four years. DE1
has beeç the team able to get the
most out of its plate engines and
give Earnhardt and Waltrip a
real advantage.
they have turned that edge
into 11 victories in the last 16
races at the plate tracks. That
includes wins in three of the last
four Daytona 500s.
But there is evidence that
partieularly
teams,
other
Hendrick Motorsports with twotime 500 winner Jeff Gordon
and Nextel Cup championship
favorite Jimmie Johnson, have
made serious inroads.
"It cycles." Earnhardt said.
-There was a time when Dale
Jarrett was dominanant at
Daytona for four or five years.
We had our run and we've all
known that they've been closing
the gap over the past couple of
years.
"It's been more of a challenge to win these races. Yet
we're still competitive. We ain't
fallen off to the point where we
can't compete. We just peaked."
Earnhardt noted that nobody
keeps an advantage for long in
NASCAR.

Calloway has fun Falcon
watching in Hickman Co.
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CLINTON. Ky. — The
Calloway County girls' basketball team put the defensive
clamps down on Hickman
County in the first half, holdijig
the Lady Falcons to two second
quarter points as the Lady
Lakers took a 32-9 lead into
intermission and finished off the
game victorious 60-34 on Friday
night.
In the second quarter,
forced
County
Calloway
Hickman into a slew of
turnovers and countered with a
transition game to get some easy
buckets.
The Lady Lakers outrebounded Hickman County 3425 and got a double-double from
senior forward Kelly Taylor,
who finished with 11 points and
10 rebounds as Calloway
improved to 11-12 on the season.

Chelsea Morris scored a
team-high 13 points for the
Lady Lakers who put 10 players
in the scoring column.
In the first half we really
picked up or defensive intensi-

ty," head coach Scott Sivills
said. "We decided to go with a
high-low offense and pounded
the ball inside to Rachel Adams
and Taylor. When Hickman
would collapse, we'd kick the
ball out to Chelsea for the easy
three."
Kayla Cunningham and
Adams each finished with seven
points, while Beth Ross tacked
on six. Samantha Butts tossed in
five, while Carrie Radke added
four points. Megan Starks was
good for three points and
Mallorie Esterlein and Shelby
Webb finished with two points.
Whitney Jones played but did
not score.
"From an emotional standpoint, this was a really good
game played by our girls,"
Sivills said. 'They responded
well and I was happy with the
way they played. They deserved
this win."
The Lady Lakers host Graves
County on Monday,followed by
a road game at Ballard
Memorial. Calloway closes the
week out next Friday on the road
at Paducah Tilghman.

•See CCHS Page 28
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Dean diagnosed with mono
when you first had it," Pitino
said. "And that is why he is
getting all of these fatigue
symptoms, the chronic back
pain, the hip pain and the
headaches. He's always sleeping and he's always tired. He's
probably had it now for a

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
•Louisville guard Taguan Dean
has mononucleosis. but will
continue to play through the
end of this season, Coach Rick
Pitino said.
The 6-foot-3 Dean is
Louisville's third-leading scorer, averaging I3.g points per
game. He scored only three
points on 1 -for-7 shooting in
the 12th-ranked Cardinals' 64,61 win over Marquette on
Thursday night.
Pitino said Friday that Dean
has missed three practices this
week. Pitino asked trainer Fred
Hina to conduct blood tests on
Dean and the tests uncovered
the virus. Mono symptoms
include fever, sore throat,
headaches, white patches on
the back of your throat,
swollen glands in the,neck and
overall fatigue.
TODAY'S UNEUP SPODSOIND BY:

Lindy Suitor

while."
The Cardinals (22-4, 10-2
Conference USA) play Saint
Louis (7-17, 4-7) on Sunday
night. Pitino said Dean will not
fully recover before the NCAA
tournament.
Taquan Dean
"The solution is not going to
Pitino said Dean had the dis- come from antibiotics. I am not
ease when he was younger, and sure there is a solution to this,"
has complained of various
Pitino said."He knows what he
aches and pains lately.
so if he is tired he
"What happens is it comes has no*. and
fight through it."
y
for
mentall
can
back, and not in the degree
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TV, radio
Today
BOXING
8:45 p.m.
HBO — Middleweights. Jerrnain Tayloll
(22-0-0) vs. Daniel Edouard (16-0-2).
champion Bernard Hopkins (45-2-1)
vs Howard Eastman (40-1-0). for
undisputed middleweight championship at Los Angeles
GOLF
8 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour
Malaysian Open third round at Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia (same-day tape)
10 a.m.
•
TGC — Nationwide Tour Jacobs
round at Seaton
third
Creek Open
Australia (same-day tape)
1230 p.m.
TGC — Champions MU( The Ace
Group Classic. second round. at
Naples. Fla
2 p.m.
ABC — PGA Tour Nissan Open third
mund. at Pacific Palisades, Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — Regional coverage Illinois at
Iowa or Michigan St at Purdue
ESPN2 — Wichita St at Miami (Ohio)
Noon
ABC — Regional coverage. Clemson
at North Carolina Iowa St at Kansas.
Or at 3 pm Pacific, San Francisco at
Gonzaga
1 p.m.
ESPN — Xavier at Dayton
ESPN2 — Vermont at Nevada
2:30 p.m.
CBS — Regional coverage Maryland
at Virginia or Texas Tech at Okla St
3 p.m.
ESPN — UAB at Cincinnati
ESPN2 — W Michigan at N Iowa
5 p.m.
ESPN — Syracuse at Boston College
ESPN2 — S Illinois at Kent
ESPN Classic — Connecticut at
Rutgers
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Wisconsin-Milwaukee at
Hawaii
8 p.m.
ESPN — Mississippi St at Kentuck,
11 a.m.
ESPN — UTEP at Pacific
NBA BASKETBALL
•
7:30 p.m.
TNT — Exhibition. Shooting Stars,
Skills Challenge Three-Point Shootout,
and Rising Stars Slam Dunk. at
Denver
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4 p.m.
FSN — Arizona at Oregon
3 a.m.
FSN — Missouri at Oklahoma (delayed
tape)

N1urra? Ledger & Times
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From Page 2B
Calloway County 62.
Hickman County 47
Chase Futrell led three scorers in double figures as the
Lakers rolled to a 62-47 win
over the Falcons Friday night.
Futrell. a junior guard for
Calloway,.dumped in a gamehigh 23 points, while Trey
Tindell, who returned from the
flu. added 13 and Jeremi
Bumpus tossed in 11.
Calloway held a slim 15-14
lead after the first quarter, but
holding
by
responded
Hickman County' to five second quarter points as the
Lakers took a 27-19 lead into
the lockeroom.
"I was really proud of our
defensi‘e effort," head coach
said.
Birdsong
Terry
"Hickman had three 3-pointers

in the first half and we held
them to just one in the second
half, so I really thought we did
a better job of contesting the
three. We had about a 4:00
stretch there in the second half
where we played as good as
we've played in a month. The
guys were having fun out there
and they looked relaxed."
Brett Welter added eight
points for 124-1) Calloway,
who will host St. Mary at
Jeffrey Gymnasium Thursday
and conclude the season on the
road at Paducah Tilghman
Friday.
T. J. Hargrove had five
points and Wes Adams finished with two points. Brian
Landon
and
Murdock
Lockhart played, but did not
score.

Bmschi

leaves
hospital after
mild stroke
BOSTON (AP) — A stroke
didn't keep Tedy Bruschi hospitalized for long. The question
now is if it will keep him off the
field for the New England
Patriots.
The popular 31 -year-old was
from
Friday
released
Massachusetts General Hospital
after spending two days there
recovering from a mild stroke
that caused numbness, blurred
vision and severe headaches.
He waved and smiled but
didn't comment to reporters as
he stepped into a waiting sports
utility vehicle and drove off.
Patriots spokesman Stacey
James did not respond to questions about whether Bruschi
would be able to play football
again.
Experts say his return wilj
depend on the stroke's cause and
severity. A mild stroke isn't necessarily career-ending for a professional athlete, but the risk is
higher for someone who takes
the punishment of an NFL linebacker.
Doctors pointed to Bruschi's
quick release from the hospital,
along with reports that he was
walking and talking normally a
day after the stroke, as hopeful
signs that he may be able to continue his career. Still, his prognosis remains uncertain because
all strokes cause some level of
brain damage and can raise fears
of a recurrence.
"There really is no good
stroke," said Dr. Larry Brass, a
professor of neurology, epidemiology and public health at the
Yale University School of
Medicine.
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KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
BeY11:
Apollo 55, Grayson Co 45
Beachwood 55, St Henry 45
Belfry 74, Phelps 67
Bell Co. 64, Cumberland 53
Betsy Layne 71, Pike Co Central 61
Breckenridge Co 60. Owensboro 47
Calloway Co 62, Hickman Co 47
Campbellsville 55, Washington Co 47
Cawood 93, Middlesboro 86
Coy Catholic 62, Ryle 50
Cnttenden Co 83, Christian Fellowship
35
Danville 70. Nicholas Co 41
Dawson Springs 73, McLean Co 62
Dixie Heights 67, Coy Holy Gross 61
Edinonson Co. 52, Frederick Fraize 39
Evangel Christian 63. Lou Collegiate
57
Franklin Co. 48. Madison Central 41
Fulton City 77, Murray 48
Fulton Co. 48, Paducah Community
Chnstian 35
Garrard Co 75, Estill Co 71
Glasgow 51, Clinton Co 49
Green Co. 53, Bethlehem 51
Co. 58
t
Greenup Co. 77, Lewis
e Co 43
Greenwood 61. Me
. 66
Hart Co 85, Marion
Hazard 70, Pulaski Co 66
Heritage Academy 54. Villa Madonna
52
Holmes 79, Boone Co 73
Jackson City 77. Riverside Chnstsan 44
John Hardin 70. Nelson Co 48
June Buchanan 94. Pianst 50
Knott Co Central 61, Boyd Co. 58
Knox Central 75. Harlan 50
LaRue Co 60, Taylor Co. 50
Lawrence Co 70, Raceland 58
Lex. Catholic 73, South Laurel 57
Lex Chnshan 51. Western Hills 40
Lex Henry Clay 72 Lex Tales Creek
62
Lex Lafayette 64 George Rogers Clark
56
Lex Paul Dunbar 72, Frankfort 55
Lex Sayre 68, Model 57
Lloyd Memorial 58, Highlands 51
Lou. Ballard 80. Lou Waggener 50
Lou. Butler 67. Lou. Westem 62
Lou. DeSales 64. Lou. Doss 44
Lou DuPont Manual 57. Lou. St. Xavier

44

Lou. Fern Creek 64. Lou Eastern 61
Lou. Jettersontown 68, Lou Atherton 49
Lou. Tnnrty 86, Lou Seneca 46
Lou Valley 67, Beth Haven 62
Marshall Co. 55, Mayfield 44
Mason Co 73, Harrison Co 57
Meade Co. 76, Bullitt Central 63
Mercer Co 68. Anderson Co. 36
Monroe Co. 61. Todd Co. Central 59
Monticello 78, Burgin 29
Morgan Co 76. Elliott Co 74
Muhlenberg North 70. Daviess Co. 52
North Laurel 67 Wayne Co 47
Oldham Co 73. Grant Co 63
Oneida Baptist 74. Williamsburg 57
Paintsville 78. Johnson Central 66
Paul Blazer 58, Pikeville 44
Pendleton Co 51, Montgomery Co 50
Perry Co Central 76, Powell Co. 54
Rockcastle Co. 75. Lincoln Co. 57
Russell 63, Bath Co. 51
Russell Co. 41. Adair Co. 33

Russellville 88, Warren East 43
Scott 66, Simon Kenton 63 OT
Somerset 62, McCreary Central 41
71
South 04dham 101 Spencer Co.
St Mary 47, Livingston Central 37
Trigg Co 72, Providence 56
University Heights 81, Paducah
Tilghman 74
Warren Central 73, North Hardin 59
Webster Co 66. Muhlenberg South 54
Wolfe Co 82. Fleming-Neon 55
Girls:
Anderson Co. 57, Danville 53
Bardstown 52, Lou St. Francis 23
Beth Haven 44, Lou Valley 41
Betsy Layne 57, Pike Co Central 43
Buckhorn 50. Red Bird 45
Burgin 64, Monticello 55
Calvary Christian 61, Beechwood 21
Carroll Co 46. Trimble Co. 43
Caverna 75, Central Hardin 66
Coy Holy Cross 49. Dixie Heights 35
Dayton 51. Bellevue 49
East Carter 42, Lewis Co 24
Edmonson Co 55. Frederick Fraize 12
Frankton 38, Madison Central 29
Fulton Co. 41. Paducah Community
Chnshan 40
Green Co 67. Bethlehem 60
Greenwood 52. Metcalfe Co. 48
Hart Co 57. Manon Co 35
Heath 56. Friedland 37
Highlands 58. Lloyd Memonal 33
June Buchanan 54. Planst 28
Leslie Co 63. Powell Co 51
Lou. Assumption 92, Lou Mercy 89
20T
Lou Ballard 67, Lou Waggener 33
Lou Butter 63. Lou Western 29
Lou. Christian Academy 54. North Bullitt
29
Lou Collegiate 62. Evangel Christian
37
Lou Eastern 63, Lou Fern Creek 41
Lou Fairdale 62, Lou Central 55
Lou. Jeffersontown 51, Lou Atherton 47
LOu Male 46. Lou Moore 29
Lou Presentation 58. Lou Doss 46
Lynn Camp 58. Whitefield Academy 38
Madisonville-North Hopkins 45 Logan
Co. 44
Marshall Co 49, Mayfield 41
Mason Co 61, Harnson Co 46
McCreary Central 57. East Jessamine
46
Monroe Co 68. Todd Co Central 48
Montgomery Co. 55. Pendleton Co 30
Muhlenberg South 43. Webster Co 38
Murray 67, Futton City 65
Nelson Co 66. John Hardin 49
North Oldham 68, Eminence 20
Paintsville 54, Johnson Central 50 20T
Raceland 55. Mendee Co 46
Rowan Co. 52. Paul Blazer 38
Russell Co. 56. Adair Co 42
Shelby Co 77. Bullitt Central 72
Shelby Valley 72. South Floyd 39
South Oldham 56, Spencer Co 29
Villa Madonna 71, Heritage Academy
31
Washington Co 54, Campbellsville 37
Wayne Co 73. Garrard Co. 47
West Carter 80 Bath Co 42
Whitesburg 60. Breathitt Co 55
Williamsburg 64, Madison Southern 46
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Great
Service
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Prices!

Most Major
Brands of New
& Used Tires
In Stock!
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Character Counts Week is March 6-12
Did you know...
Character Counts Week is
March 6 - 12? Character Counts
promotes the six pillars of character to
students in
the area
throughout
the year.
The pillars
are trustworthiness,
respect,
responsifairbility.
ber
Cham
ness, carChat
ing and citBy Lisa
izenship.
Satterwhite
On March
Assistant
12, there
Director
will be a
loway
y/Cal
Murra
"Catch the
County Chamber
'Character
erce
of Comm
Wave" cel.Thration on the 3rd floor of the
Curris Center from 9 a.m. to
noon. Booths sponsored by area
:1-oups. schools and businesses
w ill he set up for participants to
:njoy fun and games promoting
:haracter. For more information
.m organizing a booth, the
Character coalition invites
Chamber members and individ.. aak to Business and A Little
Lunch. March 2 at the
Commerce .Centre from 11:30
to.1 p.m. You may also
Michelle Hansen at 762-,

Coming Up Around Town
•Bull Blow Out. West KY
Expo. Tonight, 8 p.m.. adults:
59, students w/ id: $7. children
12 & under: $4.
•YSA Baseball and Softball
Sign-ups. Wal-Mart. Today and
Feb. 26. 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
•Lawn & Garden Show,
RSEC. through Feb. 20
II Chamber Music of John
Stelfa, Performing Arts Hall,
Feb. 22. S p.m.. free admission.
•Quad State Junior Choral
Festival, Lovett Auditorium.

Feb. 24 - 26, all day, free
admission.
•MSU Rodeo Barrel
Racing and Roping, West KY
Expo. Feb. 26, noon; Feb. 27,9
a.m., free admission.
•Crazy For You, Playhouse
in the Park, Feb. 24 - 27.
II Murray State University
Wind Ensemble & Jazz Band,
Lovett Auditorium, Feb. 25, 7
p.m., free admission.
IN Murray Trade Day, MCC
Park, Feb. 28, 7 a.m. - noon.
III Athena Festival, MSU,
March 1 - 5.
III Sexual Assault Awareness
booth. Courthouse. Mar. 2,6
p.m.
•Intercollegiate Horse
Show, West KY Expo, Mar. 5 6,9 am., free admission.
•Murray Art Guild, 103 N.
6th St., issues a "call" for hand
delivered only entries for
"Visual Evidence". Mar. 8 - 9,
10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Opening
reception and awards presentation. Mar. 13, 2 -4 p.m. Exhibit
closes Apr., 8.
•Make A Difference Day.
Stewart StadiuM, Mar. 12, 9
a.m. - 1 p.m.
•Horse/Mule Pull, West
KY Expo Center, Mar. 12,
Mules: 11 a.m., Horses: 6 p.m.,
admission $5, under 12 free.

Highlights from the
Commerce Centre
•Ibis week, the Chamber
of Commerce accompanied
Leadership Tomorrow students
on an overnight trip to
Frankfort for Government Day.
There, they met Governor Ernie
Fletcher. attended house assemblies, toured the Capitol and
KET. The Chamber also assisted with the two-day Reality
Store event organized for area
8th and 10th graders to get a
taste of the real world with
finances and responsibilities

InBusiness

Wilson named
publisher of
Missouri paper

LISA SATTERVVHITE/Chamber photo
Murray's wireless needs.
ng
servi
now
is
Sprint PCS
, Sprint
Located at the corner of South 12th and Sycamore
8 p.m.
to
a.m.
10
from
is open Monday through Saturday
in to
you
invite
staff
his
Manager Ryan Rogers and
070.
753-2
browse their store or call
Management, LLC, 101 Poplar.
Suite B, Feb. 24. 1:30 p.m.

Welcome New Chamber
Members

Upcoming Business and a
Little Lunch

Kentucky Lake Moving &
Storage, LLC, Ryan Flota,
moving, packing, storage, 7532442.

IN Character Counts
Coalition hosts lunch at the
Commerce Centre, 805 North
12th. Mar. 2, 11:30 a.m. - I
p.m. Booth information for
Character Counts Day will be
available for groups and businesses.

Amy Wilson has been named
publisher of the St. James
Leader-Journal in Missouri,
according to Randy Cope,
regional manager of Liberty
Group Publishing, which owns
the Leader-Journal, the Rolla
Daily News in Rolla and the
St.
in
Guide
Daily
Robert/Waynesville.
"Amy is well qualified to
become publisher of the LeaderJournal," Cope said. "She has
experience in all phases of the
newspaper business, particularly
on the news side and the advertising side. She is a communityminded individual who will
bring a lot of passion to her new
role at the Leader-Journal."
After moving to Rolla in
2001, Wilson served as the
assistant managing editor of the
Rolla Daily News. For the next
two years, she taught journalism
and English at Rolla High
School. in addition to serving as
adviser to ECHO, the awardwinning student newspaper.
Since last June, Wilson has
been the advertising manager at
the Daily Guide.
"The St. James LeaderJournal is a community newspaper that focuses on St. James
people, places and things,"
Wilson said. "I look forward to
providing coverage at local
events and building newspaper
readership."
A native of Murray, Wilson

For more information on
becoming a member of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce or hosting a Chamber event contact
Lisa
or
Brockman
Tab
Sattenvhite at 753-5171.

Amy Wilson
received her bachelor's and
master's degrees in print journalism from Murray State
University. She served as managing editor of the Murray
Ledger & Times from 1998 to
2001.
She is married to Michael
Wilson, safety manager at
Briggs & Stratton. They have
two children. Austin, 8. and
Ryker, 5.
Wilson is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Darnell and Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Helm of Murray,
and the daughter-in-law of Stan
and Loretta Wilson of Murray.
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Look to us for quality Homeowners Insurance, including
inspector general Gordon S. which
Renters and Condominium Package Plans. We feature very
attractive rates, discounts, and valuable additional items such

User group here to host Microsoft developer

Wal-Mart child labor settlement to be reviewed
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as Inflation Protection. Call us today.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westaide • Court Square
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Insurance Center of Murray
901 Sycamore St., Murray
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270-753-8355

Your best Insurance
le a good agent.
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1505 Beckett - $142,000
This well maintained home has lots of
new updates including exterior doors and
windows. All rooms are nice and spacious. MLS #24619
711 \lain St.

753- 1 2.`

Dan McNutt,AA1

Greg McNutt

Mike Young
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Calloway County Fiscal Court
101 South Fifth Street
Murray, Kentucky,42071
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of: Webasto Entrance off of Max
Hurt Drive. BIDS will be received by the
County Judge Executive's Office at 101
South Fifth Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071 until 2:00 p.m., (Local Time)
March 3rd, 2005, and then at said office
publicly opened and read aloud.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
examined at the following location:
Geotech Engineering & Meting.Inc.. 500
5. 17th Street. Paducah, Kentucky
42002
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be obtained at the office of
Geotech Engineering & Testing, Inc.,
located at 500 South 17th Street,
Paducah, Kentucky. No deposit is
required.
The OWNER reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of sixty days subsequent to the opening of bids without the
consent of the OWNER.

PUBLIC SALE
at Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.February
22nd., Tuesday • 1 p.m.
Units to he soij are A-17. 11-62. B-66
11-78 & E-34. due to non-payment.

FREE
PALLETS
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nty
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crret
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Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First
Serve
Please No Phone Calls

"Your Creations"
ceramics
pottery
Open Tues., Wed. & Thurs • 10-5
CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS
Tuesday & Thursday • 6-10
Saturday • 10-12

Phone: 759-1873
We are at 5 Points - 807 Coldwater Rd.
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Hours 14-F 9-5 p.m., 9-12 Sat.. By App( Attar Hours
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 miles S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor Tn. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728
060
Lost and Found

Help Wonted

REWARD.
Boxe
emale
fawn
with
bnndle black mask with
white markings, purple
collar. Named Canin.
Black white pit mix
Named
Nick. Lost
Coles
Campground
Rd. 753-1194, 2932577

LEGAL secretary post
lion. Dictation and
computer
skills
required Experience
preferred Pay commensurate with expenence and abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J. Murray.
KY 42071

ACCOUNTS receiv
able clerk/receptionist
$7 50 p/hr plus bene
fits. P.O. Box 328
Murray, KY 42071
ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTIFIED
NURSING
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN
Contact Anita 731-2473205 EOE
BOOKKEEPER/DECORATING. Experience
helpful. Retail sales.
Full time position.
Please contact at 7594979.
FULL time tire technician with mechanical
abilities. Apply in person at Economy Tire,
203 Main St.. Murray.
NOW hiring for management
positions
Apply
at
Huddle
House, 1514 State
Route 121N, Murray.

Up

7

Happy

80th
Birthday
Jack
Norsworthy
Love,
Derek, Don,
Charlene,
and Jessica

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
THE Shed Cafe featuring Friday Seafood
Buffet $9.95/ person.
Friday & Saturday night
featuhng live entertainment and dancing. 86/
person. kids welcome.
For more information
call 437-4283
050
Loot and Found

JUST give us a
call,
we'll be glad to
help, Your loved
one we'll

MSU vacillate offenng

try to find,

Spanish classes For
more info please call
759-3879

'Cause we all have

TANNING
Special
Free haircut w/ purchase of 400 minute
Ø. Family Affair Hair
Wen. Lynn Grove
435-4030

Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at
the
Ledger & limes.

Call 753-1916

NEED an experienced
office worker. Position
available
receptionist/assistant
loan
processor.
Resumes
may
be
dropped off or mailed
to 111 N. 12th St.. Suite
B, Murray. Absolutely
no phone calls
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.

753-1752

LOOKING for local
musical entertainers to
perform in a club setting For more information, call Kell, at 270362-4444
MECHANIC needed
Must have brake &
chassis experience
Alignment knowledge
helpful. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, KY 42071
MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Office We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech
Our business office
needs an experienced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. It you'd
like to loin our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799

CMAJCNA full time 2 p.m.-10 p.m. Prefer exp.
but will train, need individual who enjoys working with the elderly, pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person only.

Piotice
CARRY outs? You bet
Sandra D's Dicier 94
East. 293-3816

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

Kelp Wanted

1505 Stadium %le,
* Del% r

WANTED:
R.N. needed for D.O.N. at small nursing home in Puryear, TN. Mini comps.,
home like, great staff, good food. Call
Anita at 731-247-3205. EOE

Maintenance Position:
Candidate must possess skills in various facets of
residential mainteneance, such as basic repair and
painting. I -year experience in residential maintenance preferred. Ability to pros ide personal tools.
Work responsibly in a highly confidential setting.
Minimum age is 21. High school diploma/GED.
Must provide references and pass background
checks for state and federal. Applications may be
picked-up at 1419 State Route 45 North Mayfieki.
KY 42066. Ptionel 270) 251-2661.

E0E/WF/DTV

NEEDED
Church
Organist or Pianist to
play one service on
Sundays, holidays and
on
Wednesday
Evenings during the
seasons of Advent and
Lent. Call 270-7536712 Monday through
Thursday
7,30am1230pm
NOW accepting applications for ready mix
operator. Will train for
COL. Benefits include
401k. profit sharing.
Health & Dental insurance, vacation & holiday pay. Apply in person
at
Federal
Materials Murray plant.
107 CC Lowry. No
phone calls please.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
seeking
Customer/
Technical Support rep
WI great phone & computer skills. Health ins ,
18 paid days off/ yr.
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale
powerclaim.corn
or
Hawkins
Research,
406 N. 4th St. Murray,
KY 42071
OTR drivers wanted
Local company. late
model
equipment
Home most weekends
Call 753-3404
OWN a computer/ Put
it to work' Up to
5-1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldwide.com
PAPA John's Pizza in
Murray is now accepting applications for a
full time assistant manager. Maximum 40
hour, 5 day work week_
Must be available days.
evenings and weekends. Restaurant experience helpful, management experience
necessary. Applications
can be picked up at the
Murray location on N.
12th St.
PROJECT
Safety
Coordinator - candidate should have a
safety degree and construction knowledge
The lob is located in
Greenville, MS and
involves the building of
a bridge across the
Mississippi
River.
Please send
your
resume to Dan Morton.
Massman/ Traylor. a
JV, P.O. Box 8458,
Kansas
City.
MO
64114, or email a
resume
to
dmorton0massman n
et We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer
ROLLING Hills is looking for a PT/FT bookkeeper to operate
QuickBooks. During
March, April, May, the
job is full time with flexibility The rest of the
year is on a part time
basis. Pay is commensurate with experience.
Apply at our store on
641 North

40.3i
DID YOU AVERAGE THIS PER MILE IN THE FIRST SIX MONTHS
OF 2094? OUR DRIVERS DID! FULL BENEFITS. EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS ONLY. OPENINGS IN OWENSBORO & CALVERT CITY
QUALITY CARRIERS
(800)328-2637
•
TALK TO GEORGE AT EXT. 2l0 OR JEFF AT EXT. 206

Open Mon-Fri. 9-5; sat. 9-2
S1.000 Sur On
PAY INCREASE'

USA TRUCK'
+No NYC & Pay On
Delivery
-fiedicated & Regional
Available
Owner Op's Teams &
Student Grads Welcome
CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK
800-237-4642
omen/ Luna-truck cum
ooe Inti-the

WANT to buy Junk Ca
and Trucks Call (270
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
WANTED riding mowers that need work
436-2867
150
Articles
For Sale
2 lawyer barrister bookcases,6 stacks, $1,200
each 753-9887

ALL STEEL
WE LOVE POSITIVE
BUILDINGS!
ATTITUDES!
YEAR END SALE!
S'PORTABLE
40x60 50x100 70x200
SCOREBOARDS has
Up to 50'. Off
positions available for
Call now, Roy
career minded individu1 800 205 4319
als with. superior people skills. As a Sates
CLOSE out Wallpaper
Associate you will be
and wallpaper supworking with new' and
plies Double roll $5
existing customers priboarders $3 Terry's
marily by telephone
Decorating, 753-3321,
and Internet from our
1306 G S 12th St
Murray office
Combine your upbeat FLEAMarketrfrade
attitude, exceptional
Day Sat's beginning
phone and people skills Feb-19 Booths for
with our selling tools for
rent- indoors or out
oldsedaliaschool.com
a rewarding career in
sales. Phone sales ( 2 7 0 )2 4 7 - 8 5 6 3
experience a plus.
(270)247-8085
We offer excellent pay
FREE
with a bonus incentive
Dish Network 4-room
plan and a competitive
satellite system Get
benefit package
the newest technology
Send
resume
to:
with
HD & DVR
SPORTABLE SCOREreceivers. America's
BOARDS.
ATTN:
Top 60 v.,/ local netHuman
Resources,
works only $31.99 per
106 Max Hurt Drive.
month. Call Beasley
Murray, KY 42071,
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
090
INTERNET
Domestic & Childcare
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
AN individual wants
Internet
service
homes or office cleanthrough satellite for
ing lobs in Murray or
only $29.99 per month
Hazel
area
Beasley Antenna &
References available
Satellite 759-0901
Call
731-247-3342
NEW Gas Clothes
Leave message if no
Dryer. never hooked
answer
up. 489-2913 or 2278303- Call after 430
Housecleaning
D'S
p.m.
753-3802

WILL clean houses
Reasonable
rates
References 437-4064

MA & Pa turnkey operation under $20.000
978-0742 or 978-1400

Computers
OA DM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Wait to Boy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
PRE 1946 postcards.
photos, coins. iewelry
753-6793

SHAW laminate. 15
year warranty Textured
- 2 colors with 3 in 1
quality pad. $1.99 sq.
tt. Terry's Decorating,
1306 G S. 121h St 7533321
STEEL
buildings.
garages. storage. leanto's, carports. K&R
Mower Service. 7599831
TV'S
20--65'' HD televisionsJVC. RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma. LCD.
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
stands. entertainment
centers,
surround
sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 500 N. 4th St
Murray, KY and check
out all our selection
WANTED: Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV. 1-800-3983970
Baseboard heaters, (3)
10 and (2) 6'. Jacuzzi
hot tub surround steps.
Call 753-0916

641N 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture.

753-8501

112
Ham Furnishings
LANE sofa, lovesea
and recliner. Like new
Call 759-5406
QUEEN Anne cherry
dining room table with
6 chairs 753-1772

Classifieds
Office Open
733r .5 pm
Mon • Fri
To place your ad call

753-1916

28R $3751mo Across
from
Murray
Elementary
Center
753-8098

Antiques

38R apts available for
immediate occupancy.
Please call 753-8221

ANTIQUE
tainting
couch Red velvet with
oak tnm $500 OBO
270-350-6399

4 bedroom house 1. 2.
3 apts 753-1252 or
753-0606

J&L
RENTALS

14X70 Mobile home,
good condition, all new
appliances, can be left
on lot. $6.250 4362619 after 4 00p m
3 BED. 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE with fireplace. computer center.
thermal windows &
much more call now
731-584-9429
'97 American 14x60,
C/HiA. sharp Will pay
sales tax & put it in
your name for $8,695
437-4465
BLOOD River on KY
Lake. near Crappie
Hollow 3 bedroom. 2
full bath. TLR 1989. like
new Completely furnished with appliances,
carport. storage building on 2 full lots, 5/8
acre Circle drive lust
blocks from boat ramp
in Panorama Shores
near Murray. KY. Best
fishing you can find,
$39.500 or OBO. 1270-436-2388
CLOSEOUT PRICES
ON
REMAINING
2004'S!: Don't miss
these great deals'
Come
to
Clayton
Homes in Camden
today' 731-584-9429
LAND/HOME PACKAGES AVAILABLE:
Awesome
financing
option' Call about
yours today' 731-5849429

1059 Kunio Rd
oncord
420
'
6
274-13ti-54*
I bedroom apartment
Clean and nice.
all April:IN:es includmr:
1,110 -No pets

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
apartment all appliances including washer/dryer. deck with outside storage Excellent
Location' (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
XTRA nice duplex
apt 3BR 2 bath, 2 car
garage Westside location $750 293-1440
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St .. now accepting
applications for 1br
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses basic
rent $360 month Call
753-1970
Leave
Message
LARGE 28R. 1-1/2
bath duplex. washer
and dryer enclosed
patio. $500 per month
436-5685 no pets
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR 5340 00
36R $425 00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 3BR 2BA duplex
$700 per month Call
293-5423

28R country, large
yard, references 7591837
2BR, $275 753-6012
3 bedroom. 2 bath
smaller double wide
home
with
range.
refrigerator, and dishwasher
Water furnished Large yard in
country
No
pets
References required
1024 Bazzell Cemetery
Rd Call 489-2117
'92 28R 14x60 & '96
2BR 14x56 C/H/A
With approved credit
Call 437-4465

EMI
Mobile Home Lots For Rad
LOTS for rent 753
9866
mints For Rw4

WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty large capacity
dryer. Bought used at
Ward Elkins last year.
$125 270-462-3630

1BR-413R apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118

1 bedroom apts $250
$350 per month 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included $410
per month 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at S200/mo
753-4109
ibr apartment, furnished and all utilities
Downtown no
;mid
pets $265/Mo Call
767-9562
1BR apt available all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty 7534444
1BR. 1 bath W8D,
refngerator. stove &
ckshwasher $325
1
month free 759-8780

di

NEWLY redecorated
2BR. 1 bath, appliances
furnished
C/H/A. 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposit, no pets
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3beclroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY NICE 2 bedroom
2 bath duplex w carport
1402 Crystal
Brook Ln 759-5477

I

ll
eas For Rent

1/2 block from the university. 1304 Olive
Blvd 5BR. 48A. living
room, dining room,
family room laundry.
office. $875 573-3344251
3/3R. 1BA 306S 15th,
no pets. $475/mo 7594826 leave message

••• •Ab.
411,

West TN Angus
Association Sale
New Facility UT at Martin. TN
2-26-05 • Saturday • Noon
44 Tremendous Angus Females •
22 Angus Bulls
Free catalog - Contact ALB,
TN Li #1860. #2221
662-837-4904 or
stockbrokers.corn
icanlive
www.amer

Howse kw Rent

Reel Estate

3BR. 2BA includes
sunroom. fenced in
yard. covered patio.
$600/mo
carport.
Available in March
762-0991
4 year old brick house
on Kentucky Lake with
boat slip 38R. 2 5BA.
wd hookup, $875 a
month. 270-436-5321
or 314-503-6011

TWO story bock apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer.
270-753$125.000
4109, 270-227-1545
illinee For fide
vertica
with
2BR
duplex behind Grea
investment_ $65,000
270-753-4109. 270
227-1545
3 Bedroom, 3 Bath
Ceilings
Cathedral
two-sided ventless gas
fireplace. built in '96
Southwest area 7599541

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

3BR, 1BA. LR. den,
brick. 10_5 acres, large
shop. storage building,
central heat/air, carport 12mi 94 East
587.000 753-1951

PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

3BR. 2.5BA. vaulted
ceiling, great room.
privacy
fireplace,
fence, patio, deck.
interior.
immaculate
S120.000 404 Camelot
Dr 436-2994

1

commencal moo. for rent
1E21

1,500 sq ft shop o
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see.
M-F 7.30AM - 5 OOPM
7.100 square feet on
approximately 3 acres
Office space. 2 bathrooms. equipped with
gas heat., air hookup,
steel hoist beam, great
lighting, excellent location The building is
divided and can be
leased by section. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.

3BR, 26A House. $750
will
owner
down,
finance, located on
Row
Govenors
Shores
Panorama
area Call Dennis © 1800-825-6070
BRICK 3BR, 2BA.
1.700 sq. ft. 1 acre lot
Wonderful neighborhood near Southwest
2 car garage $150,000
753-4231

2000 Chevy Monte
Carlo Red, sharp Call
293-6992
1999 Grand Prix SE
White, loaded 90,200
$6,200
miles
condition.
Excellent
759-9921. 293-2317
1997 Nissan Sentra for
sale $3.750. good condition, 82,000 miles
Please call 270-2932462 for more information
'95 Chrysler LeBaron
convertible, black, tan
roof. 2D. 120.xxx $500
OBO 761-2657 Ryan

Murray, 10

Call Metal Mall
-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844

RYAN FLOTA

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839
T&K Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075.(270)705-0317

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
-Vinyl Siding & Fencing .Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Dnveway,

SHERMAN TRUCKING
Benton. KY
Call Andy Sherman

Services Mend
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

David's Cleaning
Services

NEED ROCK?
Order your D.G.A. (driveway rock) today
and save. Rip rap and all other limestone
products also available. Can spread with
tractor for an additional charge

270-753-2442

uCHISID MAO

OK

—cmo

NTUCKY LAKE
MOVING CO.

L

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed. free pick-up/delivery
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
junk & tree work

VINTAGE log cabin
16x40 For more information, call 270-6583447

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up. gutters. tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

••

COI..-4E SEE THE
BLIZZARD OF
SAVINS I1N1 THE
CLASSIFIEDS!
Take advantage of our cool winter
specials!
Get a space on our Winter Service
Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
months for $175.

•In% 20 words maximum. The bulletin board

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
'No lob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal,Spring cleaning. clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc. (270)489-2583

David Borders
I270i 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

* Cell: 270-210-0665 yr
Home: 270-527-5982

530

530
Services Gaited
L&J Property Services
mainte-Household
nance
-Yard cleanups & tree
removal
-Painting/Staining
decks &
-Custom
fences
-Etc
Please call (270)9781194,(2700832-1446

Interior
PAINTING:
color changes and
repaints. No job too
small. Free estimates.
767-9037

will

s.s Friday at 11 AM.
ass

• •** Call Jill or Julie at 753 916
11,

•* * *•iø *•**
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Horoscopes

LAYTON

Hudson.

hauling & backhoe
753-4545. 492-6265

ree Cokemt

Services Collared

°awed
NEED help moving?
Experienced, referrals,
free estimates 270703-2942

WE SERVICE

RESICO M

Ward-Elkins

LLC.
Contractors,
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows.
vinyl siding. decks.
Insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

see.aerraileillier

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Monday, Feb. 21, 2005:
The nature of your work and/or
commitments could change this
year. Your instincts will be a
guiding beacon. Be aware of
your increased need to sparkle
and be acknowledged. This
strong drive pushes you to
achieve. You could become a bit
self-involved. Develop ways to
defuse stress so that you can
enjoy your personal life. If you
are single, be careful -- you
could hook up with someone
who cannot be there for you. By
late October. this trend will
change. Mr. or Ms. Right could
be just around the corner. If you
are attached, make plenty of special time for you and your sweetie.* Be a duo more often.
Sometimes LEO expects way
too much from you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

by Jacqueline Bigar
flex. Go where your friends are, if
possible.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Revamp your finances
with an eye to using an innate
talent or skill to rev up your
funds. You might want to indulge
a family member: remember,
there are many of ways to do that
without spending a lot of money.
Tonight: Someone flatters you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You might reverse a
stand or adapt to another person
more than you have in the past.
Doors will open if you are willing
to experiment and let go of your
need to be in control. A trip could
be in the offing. - Tonight: Try
something different.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be mulling
over an intensely important matter. A partner or associate could
play into this scenario. Finances
are most likely the topic. Follow
your instincts. Use a talent or
skill to help increase your productivity. Tonight: Go along with
someone else's plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You have a way of getting what you want. Others,
especially close friends and
loved ones, love to see you
sparkle. Sometimes they cave in
to your requests just to see your
happy grin. A positive attitude
goes a long way. Tonight: Be
docile. Allow others to have their
way.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might feel entrenched
with work and others' demands.
Don't push too hard, as you
might want to save some time
tonight for someone or something special. Bosses are determined to have their way.
Remember, they are BOSSES.
Tonight: Indulge yourself.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** If you use your imagination, you can turn nearly any situation around. Your perspective
changes because of a discussion. You feel very good about
your advisers or friends. Reveal
more than you have in the past.
Tonight: Mull over ideas with
someone you consider to be very
creative.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your priorities won't
change. You are earthy and care
about the quality of your life. Your
financial security also is important. A discussion with a partner
or financial adviser might encourage a change in your lifestyle or
work. Tonight: Find your pals.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others clearly admire
your style and sense of responsibility. Your understanding of others helps a stubborn person see
life through new eyes. Don't play
into someone else's rigidity.
Tonight: Count on a late dinner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Read between the
lines. What someone offers
could be a lot more than he or
she can deliver. Help this person
to be realistic, especially as you
need a clear understanding here.
Plans could change rapidly.
Tonight: Play a favorite piece of
music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You're in your element
and are able to flourish no matter
what you are doing. Your ingenuity erupts, delighting those who
are with you. If you're in the arts.
let it all hang out. You might be
surprised by your creativity.
Tonight: Accept a compliment
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

*** You have a lot going on.
but might choose to be low key.

**run in the Shopping Guide and Wednesday.
** *No refunds for early cancellation. Deadline is

*
Vtf#

(270)436-6255

It & #2 available in most colors

For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

Erre Estimates
Remences Available
It) Year. Expenence

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience_
Walters. 753-259i

FREE Puppies. 1/2
Blue Heeler, 1/2 Border
Collie (270)489-2341

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

270-753-1916

Services Offered

753-3853

*•

lamie %Nadi'

sq. ft of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.

Bass track 40hp
trolling , motor, garage
kept. $3.200. 436-2619
after 4:00p.m

HOUSE on Kentucky
Lake 2BR, 2 5 acres
with boat dock 618625-5948 or 270-4748726

I 41

Landscape Designs, histanahoi and Mandenark
Cheupel than the ounseni, with amen/ qualm,'

Order &yYJaim &
pick up nen day.

1994 Pontiac Firebird,
green. good condition.
53.000. 435-4555, 2934611
'91 red 300 ZX 2+2
leather,
blk
auto,
185.042 miles. $3,000
or best offer. 270-7679925

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

.•

VINYL SIDING
CUSTOM REMODELING

WADE FARMS

02 Nissan Anima 3 5
SE. V6, roof, spoiler,
Beautiful
CD.
Seascape color super
nice 72K, $13,500
Odyssey
2000
Millennium Pontoon w/
90HP Johnson Model
2509 F (designed for
fishing). Excellent con$11,500
dition
(270)436-2136

Ledger & limes

McGrews

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

Used Can

ALL CARPENTRY
, additions,
& ATV's
Motorcycles
.Remodeling
Pets aSupplies
porches. decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
2004 Honda Shadow
DOG Obedience
aero. less than 2,000 siding, mobile home
Master Trainer.
repair. sagging floors.
miles. factory pipes
436-2858
termite & water damCall-759-3418
age. Larry Nimmo
75
Honda
2003
Corgi
PUPPIES- Welsh
or
372
(270)753-9
Deluxe,
Shadow Ace
males, $203. Shih-Tzu
mint condition less (270)753-0353
male and female, $325.
BACKHOE &
miles,
1,300
than
270-382-2831
TRUCKING
detachable windshield.
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
ROY HILL.
$4,500.270-345-2726
trained 731-352-0037
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
731-642-5151
Used Cars
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
390
SAVE $50.000. Luxury, hoe
Livestock & Supplies
safe, speed, style.
BUILDING or remodelBMW 7401 for only
ing? Go to
in
model
Quarter Horse for sale. $5,950. '93
www CAMBRIAUSA co
11 year old strong geld- good condition. 7670062
trail
d
ing. experience
CARPORTS Starting
horse. 2 year old small
2000 Ford Taurus
installed Roy
bay philly. green broke, Wagon. 80.000 miles. at $675
Hill (270)436-2113
293-1093 $6.000 OBO 270-210sweet.
Lawn
CLARK'S
Kirksey.
2050
Service Need your
grass cut of flower bed
mulched or any odd
jobs done'? Call Clark's
753-0843 (home), 9781851 (cell) Ronnie
Clark, owner.
D.G. Landscaping &
Nursery 7884 94W
-Mulching
'All Size Units Available
-Fertilization
*Trimming
'Now Have Climate Control
•Parking lot sweeping
*Bedding & vegetable
plants.
435-4431

1111

\lurra

CLASSIFIEDS

2C • Saturday, February 19, 2005

Your accomplishments speak for
themselves. You don't need to
toot your own horn. You also
might not want to. Subtlety and a
laid-back attitude pay off.
Tonight: Try adding some mystery
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have a way of
coming up with ideas Your
charm encourages others to go
along with you. Who would want
to say *no' to you? Apparently no
one, if you approach others
appropriately. Tonight: Adapt and

Live simply that others
might simply live. -Elizabeth Seaton

liefillett
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ARPETa
746m 74on Pe4f"
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
*Free In-Home Estimates

-Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet. Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring

• INN NW • 1111 • Ns • Me
• le
1111 • SO MIL • MI •

INNEEdialk.ammiEhor=1.11•11.111MI

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory ai
www.

ben nettmotorsi nc
.com

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office: (866) 936-6600
Cell. (270) 293-8086

www.shopathomecarpets.com

1-800-363-4720

Sewing By Steven
cize.e
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

'
• Specialty Rod,

• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)

BORN TODAY
Actress Tyne Daly (1946), actor
Kelsey Grammer (1955), record
producer David Geffin (1943)
•**
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

ubscribel

753-5507
*Comprehensive hams for Classes & Contact Lesses

grossest of Et• Infections
*Large Selection of Designer Frames and Sunglasses
*Most Iesersare Accepted
Dr. Douglas W.Payne

"Quality Eyecarefor the Entire Family"

T GARAGES, INC.
BETTER BUIL
NCE YOU CAN TRUST!
EXPERIE
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

rditthal.
NiOrtgage
ILC
www.glohalmtglink.com
.1:1 For 5 Years
In A Row —
Zero Down
RHS Loans
YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect)
*Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan. no money down
*Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

(270) 753-7407

Rtil

111 N. 12.6 St.
Suite B • Murray

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr gr.
studs
G. 7/16- 0.5.8
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
A

I Selt-supportitly 2x5
trusted rafters 2 tt 0.C.
J. 1/2 plywood/0 S8
K Seat down shingles
L Overhang covered
kt overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
o 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY 14 VALUE
Deluxe Models iv' vinyl siding
Deluxe Models ref hardboard siding
S7.275
s6.775 11/2 CAR (12%201
11/2 CAR 112x201
. S7.975
$7.575 2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)..
$8.375
$7.995 (22x22)
LARGE CAR (22:22)
.. $8.475
$8.075 2 1/2 CAR (24041
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
59.175
$8.775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24#30)
$10.975
. ,
510.575 LARGE 2 112 CAR (24136)
lx36)
511.475
S11.075 LARGE 3 CAR(3000)
ARGE 3 CAR 130x301
515 275
514,875 (30x40)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT- CALL US'
Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www hbgarades com

Iry
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Girl is clear about who pays
freight when couple travels

Alternative therapy
is not without risks
DEAR DR. GOU: My being less than a competent
iather has a chronic blood dis- caregiver.
Judging from your comorder that seems to be responding to appropriate medications. ments, you and your stepmothHowever, er are not likely to reconcile;
my concern therefore, a third party should
is that my enter the picture. I vote for
stepmother, your father's physician. Aside
his caretak- from questions such as "What
er, believes is really going on?" you and
strongly in the doctor need to identify the
alternative compounds (if any) your dad
medicine; is receiving, how often and in
she
adds what dosage. Blood tests may
Dr. Gott compounds be necessary.
My guess is that your stepto his food
and drink mother is probably spicing up
By
Dr. Peter Gott against his your father's meals with herbal
She remedies, vitamins and minerwill.
als — a harmless practice, in
I
have
but
this
to
admit
won't
observed that she adds things most instances.
Nonetheless, she and the
nonetheless. What those subdoctor must work together to
stances are I cannot say.
I have tried to resolve this make ire this is a cooperaissue with her by discussing tive (not a competitive) venit face-to-face. I have also ture that will be safe and approurged her to inform Dad's priate for your father.
To give you related inforphysician of the additives, but
I am sending you a
mation,
refuses.
she
I am at a loss. Are there copy of my Health Report "Vitblood tests that we could obtain amins and Minerals." Other
to check for toxic levels of readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfvitamins and minerals?
DEAR READER: In many addressed, stamped envelope
instances, traditional healers and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
and alternative practitioners 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
attempt to work together for sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
the patient's best interests. This
type of cooperative enterprise Gilbert's syndrome. What
is often highly successful; each should I do for it?
DEAR READER: Nothing.
party can learn something from
harmless and common
This
the other.
When there is a conflict genetic condition is marked by
between the traditional and the a rise in the serum bilirubin
alternative, it's the patient who concentration, a substance mansuffers, in large part because ufactured in the liver that may
cause jaundice. In your situaof competition and secrecy.
If your stepmother is, indeed, tion, your increased bilirubin
adding substances to your level does not reflect liver
father's food and drink, the inflammation or any serious dispractice needs to be analyzed: order. You can ignore the diagshe could be giving him chem- nosis — which, however,
icals that might react badly should be documented in your
with a treatment such as medical history so that docchemotherapy, a situation that tors concerned about your
health care will not repeatedmust be avoided.
On the other hand, if your ly check you for hepatitis.
Copyright 2005, Newspaperceptions are incortect, she
per Enterprise Assn.
may he blamed unfairly for

.•I
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ray Chamber of Commerce.
10 years ago
Births reported include a
Murray State University has
to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Omes
girl
difbequest
acted
received a $1 million
DEAR ABBY: I'm going equipment.) Had I
my
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
a
and
lost
late
have
the
of
would
estate
I
the
ferently,
from
with a girl from Denver who
oon, Feb. 2; a girl t.,
tried
Withersp
he
as
an
Mabel Pullen, according to
tells me that when a couple share of our assets,
had
Mrs. Herbert Erwin
and
I
Mr.
Because
Glenn
H.
them.
by
hide
ement
to
announc
travels together on trips, cruisto Cpl. and Mrs
es, etc., they share the expens- prepared carefully, my attor- Doran, Peoples Bank board Feb. 4; a boy
8; a boy ti
Feb.
the
Adams,
John
uncover
the
to
able
was
was
Pullen
Mrs.
ney
.
chairman
es.
Feb
Overby,
J.D.
property.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
widow of Stanley Pullen, first
But when hidden items and
Mrs
and
Mr.
certifito
boy
GED
a
10;
my
Murray
got
at
also
I
teacher
re
get
agricultu
they
Ray Bynum. Feb. 12; a girl
engaged, the cate, took nurse's training and
State.
I
had
job.
a
for
Gunners Mate 3-C and Mrs.
to
looking
began
ago
w
years
20
fello
Calloway County High Parvin Miller and a girl to 1
should pay already established credit in
all expenses my own name, using my hus- School and Calloway County Sgt. and Mrs. Jack Dunnaway,
on all trips, band's salary because I had
Middle School Speech Teams Feb. 13; a boy to Pvt. and
nt
departme
at
it
did
(1
none.
this
Is
etc.
both took first place in the Mrs. James Walker, Feb. 14.
announced
Marriages
what they do stores, and used the credit Regional Speech Tournament
it.)
nding
th to
overexte
Butterwor
Naomi
never
include
y.
wisely,
Universit
Denver,
State
in
at Murray
Dear Abby or
Robert Myers, Feb. 3.
I did not confront my huswill I be
30 years ago
70 years ago
taken advan- band until I was prepared to
Navy Airman Recruit Kenny
By Abigail
Murray Civic Clubs are seek, son of Mr. and
tage of -- take care of myself. Nor did
Hargrove
M..
Van Buren
NEEDS TO I rave or make a fool of Mrs. Marcus G. Hargrove, grad- ing a better telephone service
myself. Aware that my chil- uated from recruit training at for Murray and have petitioned
KNOW IN CALIFORNIA
still loved their father,even
dren
TO
NEEDS
Naval Training Center, Orlan- Southern Telephone Company
DEAR
to install automatic equipment
KNOW: The attitude you if they no longer respected do, Ha.
destroy
to
try
didn't
I
him.
one
which will do away with the
to
specific
40 years ago
describe is not
geographical area. You are him. I remained a lady through
An average of $37.15 per necessity of ringing to secure
being put on notice that the it all, so that if he came to hundred weight was reported connection and the lapse of
moment you put a ring on this -his senses and realized our for the sale of Type 23 dark times now necessary before
young woman's finger, you will marriage was worth saving. I'd fired tobacco on the Murray phones are disconnected after
be expected to support her have no regrets.
Market, according to 011ie Bar- calls.
I also shopped around for nett, market reporter.
Births reported include a
financially. If that's your defonly
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ebra
inition of being taken advan- a good lawyer. I confided
50 years ago
tage of, find a girl from a in trusted individuals, not mutuProf. and Mrs. Robert Baar Lyons, Jan. 26; a boy to Mr.
lower altitude with less lofty al friends. I knew how impor- presented a musical program and Mrs. Bill Hurt and a girl
tant it was to be discreet.
expectations.
at a meeting of the Music to Mr. and Mrs. Tom WilkerWhile I wouldn't wish what Department of the Murray son, Feb. 2; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Esteal C. Charlton, Feb.
DEAR ABBY: I hope you'll I went through on my worst Woman's Club.
it
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
5;
print this. Many women will enemy, I'm glad I handled
ago
years
60
face what happened to me. They the way I did. It took more
Sgt. Cody Jones has been Fain, Feb. 6; a girl to Mr. and
should be prepared. After 36 than five years for me to recov- reported killed in action in Mrs. Claud Lawrence and a
the
years of marriage, I finally er. My life will never be
Geonany in World War II on boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edle
Nance, Feb. 7; a boy to Mr.
confronted my husband about same. I lost my husband, my
Jan. 26.
his cheating. I had remained church, my last child left home,
wounded and Mrs. Kirk A. Pool, Feb.
reported
Soldiers
silent for decades, hoping he'd and I went through menopause in action in World War II were 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. VerI
change as he grew older. His -- all in one year. But if
Pfc. Amos Hill in France Sept. non Young, Feb. 10.
announced
response? He left me and filed can survive, anyone can. -- 8 and in Belgium Jan. 23; Pvt.
Marriages
for divorce. He said I had STANDING TALL IN TEXAS L.C. Garland in Belgium Jan. include Emma Lee Camp to
DEAR STANDING TALL:
been a good wife, but he want18; S-Sgt. Prentice A. Hart in Eugene Rogers, Oct. 13; Gusyou success and hapwish
I
life.
new
ed to start a
Jan. 21; Pvt. Edward tava Perdue to Clarence Collins.
Germany
Thank the Lord that before piness in your new life. As J. Phillips in Belgium and Pvt. Jan. 19; Mildred Cooper to
I confronted him. I had begun difficult as your recovery peri- John H. Oliver in France, both T.N. Guthrie, Jan. 24,
to get my affairs in order. I od may have been, it could- on Jan. 24.
had been saving from my-- n't have been more painful
Luther Robertson, George
household allowance (I was a than pretending you didn't know
and Max Hurt were electHan
stay-at-home mother of four), your husband was a serial ed as new officers of the MurBy the Associated Press
knowing I'd need money to cheater.
Today is Saturday. Feb. 19,
ever
he
should
defend myself
the 50th day of 2005. There
leave me. I gathered all the
are 315 days left in the year.
our
about
could
information I
Today's Highlight in Hishand. and denied significant values
finances and photographed all North dealer.
hearts. South
of
ace
the
beyond
.
tory:
had
vulnerable
(We
sides
ns.
Both
of our possessio
should really have settled for three
NORTH
On Feb. 19, 1945, during
numerous vehicles and RV
notrump at this stage, but when he
+742
War II, some 30,000 U.S.
World
bid three diamonds and North leaped
IP A .1 10
Marines landed on Iwo Jima,
to five, South decided to carry on to
•9 8 7 5 3
six, since there were several hands
where they began a month40 10
North could have that would make
EAST
WEST
long battle to seize 'control of
the slam an odds-on favorite.
•K 1096
+i3
the island from Japanese forces.
Declarer actually made the slam.
IP 9 8 5 3 2
11P64
On this date:
to conduct a
difficult
it
makes
which
.
4
•
•Q110
sermon on his bidding. But he did
In 1963, the Soviet Union
+863
40Q 9 7 5 4 2
play the hand well and eventually
President Kennedy it
SOUTH
informed
was rewarded for his positive out•AQ85
withdraw "several thouwould
look,
MK Q7
sand" of an estimated 17,000
West led a trump, and South
•A K 6 2
to
had
he
learning
A-K,
the
Soviet troops in Cuba.
cashed
4A K
lose a trump trick. He was then faced
In 1986. the U.S. Senate
The bidding:
with the task of escaping a spade
West
South
East
North
a treaty outlawing
approved
with
problem
the
solved
loser, and
Pass
2+
Pass
Pass
years after the pact
37
,
genocide
play.
n
eliminatio
the help of an
Pass
2+
Pass
2V
had first been submitted for
After crossing to dummy with a
Pass
3•
Pass
2 NT
heart, he tried a spade finesse, which
6•
ratification.
Pass
5•
the ace of
Opening lead -- queen of diamonds. won. He then cashed
In 1997, Deng Xiaoping,
of
A-K
In bridge, a player is not always spades, A-K of clubs and
last of China's major Comthe
hearts. West refusing to ruff.
punished for reaching a poor conwith
revolutionaries, died.
lead
on
West
munist
put
then
Declarer
might
gods
the
s
tract. Sometime
trump.
ago: A day after
a
years
is
he
Ten
when
him
upon
smile favorably
As South hoped, West had only
the new chairnamed
overly aggressive -- provided he
being
one. This
plays well enough to earn their favor. clubs left and had to return
NAACP. Myrthe
of
woman
allowed declarer to discard a spade
Consider this deal where South
outlined her
lliams
his
in
Evers-Wi
lie
ruffed
he
as
dummy
from
a
not
got to six diamonds. It was
rubber
the
only
not
ng the civil
him
revitalizi
giving
for
hand,
plans
eod contract, the odds were about
but also a 750-point bonus for makorganization, saying she
rights
`4,-63-1 against making it.
doubt have
Two clubs was artificial and forc- ing a slam he would no
intended to take the group
able to see
ing; tv.,:o hearts was ace-showing. stayed out of had he been
back to its grass roots.
cards.
his partner's
a balanced
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Crosswords

Lezeb

ACROSS

r-IARoLy Nf,60 "IPE
cPiric4466 Now,r4.0
ThriAN SAyS I'LL Be
FIAle

TTIE

Ftsec)

csr

114ANK6 FoR"MK p.t6,
SOME PASSENC0ERS,
-tHey'Re. Au_
HiCE PEOPLE

Travel guide
Host's request
Asks beseell*
Nurnero —
Essay byline
Leave
unmentioned
15 Wildebeest
16 Eggnog time
17 Humdinger
18 Frozen desserts
20 New England st

4
8
12
13
14

AND,Ireyeu. cEstiOrkiLy
CHiP IHFoal-pie Rios
MIS A cut:1142AL
AMONCeSt NIATiVE PEOPLE
Sor4E1141me
IF WO
FoR SONgome,rksy
ALWAYE REPAy
YOU

21 "Yecchr
22 Loafer doodad
26 Pay to use
29 Homer cr Asivan

30 Refrain syllable
31 Roadie gear
32 Tire support
33 Mar a car
34 Bad-mouth
35 Wicks diwirtience

t'M TARING
AT YOU,

WHO CAN
BLAME YOU"

0

atm coeft 2.19
F'IEA 1\I Ili7-IS,00
I GOT UP THIS MORNING
TOOK
MY KITE WAS GONE ..I HOPE WHOEVER
T CAN FLY IT DETTER THAN I COULD..

oWHEN

mg
• 7.275
.7.975
• ;.375

0.9
11.4
2

C
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COMICS/FEATURES

mi

36 Pocket change
37 Charactehzed
by turbulence
39 Dec neighbor
40 Apt plus

1

Wried and (Lined
Monarch
Company
Apply a
coidpack to
50 Adams or
Bnckell
51 Swit co-star
52 Hot Springs St.
53 Chitchats
54 Monster's loch
55 Regret deeply

41
45
48
49

DOWN
Big coffee cups
Cato's year
Use a pitcher
Break a
promise
5 Slow-moving
animal
6 Competes
7 Sidekick
8 Swallows
hurriedly
9 Ostrich cousin
10 Hodges
of baseball
1
2
3
4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
CHOP KOF I
MUM
MEI 0 UCIS A VCIC
LA la ARBI TRAM' I a subscription to the I
ALEE
T H AMS
T COT
TT
NECK UT A EMMA
BAY
EVA
Hoene Delivery
LAWN
VEND UIR E
ago.---$23.00
3
NUE
ESP
'as.
ROUTE 1
NULE
1 yr.---.31117.811
MONTIAZUMA ROO
AIDA ORAL GIJlJ
Local Mail
DRUS OLES E S
fCalnerry. Gimes magan
Inc
2-190 2005 United F-eature Syndics**
3m..—MSS
mo.
24 Rsh-eating
11 Three belore V
1 yr.--1101.1111

pm p

LEm,
HGER&TImEs
11
1
1
MONII••••••••••-$415.1

19 Sloppy kiss
20 Trippet
22 Woolen cap
23 Mushroom
part

MEM IIMMM MAI
MM. MUM
MR MIME MEM
MOIMMINIM 11111
MEM AMNIA
aid= d1111
MIIMM AIM MEM
AMM AIM=
MEd= MO
AM MINIMMEN
Edda AIM MI
MEMO MIME MEM
BM= MEM din

eagle
25 Back muscles
26 Young fellows
27 Send forth
28 Lhasa —
29 Veggie-tray
item
32 Moonbeam
33 Prima donna
35 Truck rnfr
36 tarns
38 Hits the ceiling
39 Oddballs
41 Irritate
42 Penurer
43 Linen color
44 Hockey feint
45 Fiat-party
fixture
46 Eddie Cantor's
wrfe
47 Tip of a pen
48 Make a breeze

Rest of KY/TN
Para
Mceyele.ascisemi

3 we.—366.50
em..--SUSI
1 yr..---$116.111
Otaw Mal
Solacriplus
3m.
'-S.
1 yt-SL36.4111
Cheek
Visa

Money Oruler

Name

St. Address
City
Zip
State
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger A nose
P.O. has ISM
Marra,. KY 41/71
Or call(1710 711-11116
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TV- Listings Sunday,Fehipary-10,11105
k - CH AR 11-.1t, 13- A il:RDAY BLiCTItit . t - ND DI \i D'Al. D- (..ALAX:1
9:30 ' 10:00 ' 10:30 11:00 11 30
BCD 6:00 I 6:30 1 7:00 7:30 8:00 ,:_‘.
Flamm Baptist Paid
.Loo
Week
--a
I
'News
Good Morning
News
2
._
'BasketThis week
X
Poem
ot
Hour
,
Odes
Row
Ridge
Corsi
3
Camp- Disco,- Good *ming
ii
Football
Arena
News
1
ORC
Touch
In
I
Press
the
Meet
Stereo)
Today (in
Paid
4
.GRC
Waif
Perfed
"A
Feed
CarMien
Mining
Sunday
News
CBS
News
5
Baptist Church
Today In Stereo I Mogi the Press X Young AMMO animal Paid
6 6 6 Wet St Mel-

SUNDAY MORNING
A
AIC 2
-ABC 3
-NBC 4
F-CBS 5
PSO-NBC 6

Caillou

9 9 2 3 House

KBSI-Fox

Paid

Arthur

Couch

Teletub WNd

Arm-

Lake-

Fox News Sunday In Touch I
Hobbs Rebecca Gedgt- Animal

in Touch I

OTY-UPII 10 17 11 30 Paid

Paid

Missouri Scrip-

Paid

17 83 A

Chris-

Reading

Pill

Paid

Paid

Tmegilawrille
Paid

Catholic Mess

CBS News Sun* Morning Nabon °stew LA'
The X-Flies '3 I Andromeda(N)I Cosby
Mutant X g.
Berney

WKMU-PEIS 21 21 5 11 Thomas Clifford Smarm Street X
Paid
Chapel Ii
Paid
22 16 10

Sim*

Jewish

Ching

Cornerstone I

Frecienck Pnce

In

Tema- Word

Gar-

Paid

KFVS-C8$ 12 12 12 12 Porspec- Uv Hops Breakfast Show
Floyd
David
1530 9 10 Chang- Feed
WGN
1NSP

BRAM Church
Wan (in Stereo

Low

This Week

Back-

Paid

Clifford Lions

Paid

7 Paid

7 7
-141S 6 I

Teietub Dragon Zoboo

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Ron P.
Euro-

Sopa

Arthur

Paid

Liberty& Wild

HGTV

oss!House

00N
COURT
BET
CkfTV

54 UMovie Master

SHOW

78 73 52

DISH

76 31 57

FLIX .1W
14B02

1

Movie: ** 'in SelfDefenair
Rangers Full Hee. Full Hu

iliNFT-PBS 'Desert

ESPPI

24 29 26

SportsCeager

ESPN2

25 30 25

Fast-

26 49 27 21 Cribs

MTV

29 41 41

LIFE

30

USA

32

AMC

34
35

FAN

36

Mis-

Love

Ilegyer

Sesame Street! Lions
Living

Mier-

Paid

PiflairS

NIS

SportsConisr X

Series-Poker

Cold Pizza On Swam
Sweet

Sweet

RealWri- WW1- RellWri- ReariVO- NewlyER "The Student
Angel (In Stereo) Charmed

ER (In Stereo) X

Peep X Todd-

TNT
TLC
LIFE

37 22 24 4 Ciddpar- Neutron Flumes Sponge Back-

Back-

Back-

Beck-

Back-

Back-

43 36 18

Duvall

Room

Room

House

Crafters Drum

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid

WTBS

52 26 21 13 Saved-

TOON

65 32 50

COURT

66 61

BET

67 39

Tad Tarr/11200D,&Wanes) Deemon's Croak X Deerson's Creek X Ed (In Stereo) X
Coden- Coden- Codon- CodsnCozy
Cozy
Cony
Iggle:Ire Moakkw?(2001)
Ozzy
Mastrm• Magnin- Nostril- glastmt- MutrmMastrrn- AbeamMid
Paid
Paid
Paid
BET
1061 Part: Top 10 LAI
BET Start
(5:00i BET Morning Inspiration

CMTV

70 34

(5:00) CUT Music

HBO

Rebecca Sole-

A 72 54

SHOW

MI 73 52

DISH

78 31 57

Guilts

Duvall

Paid

Paid

Model Search

Saved-

I

Out-Box Wiggles i Koala

PBJ

IWIggies Stanley Rode

Higgly ;JoJo
Wiggies'

Koala

14802

A - CHARTER. 14- NItTRit

MONDAY AFTERNOON

FTECTRIC. C- MEDI %COM, D- GALAXI
6:30
6:00
5:30
5-00
430
1.00

15K-ABC All My Chlkiren

One Life to Live

3.30
2:30
300
2.00
General HoepBaJud91 J. Judge I News News
lentil Williams
General Hospital Larry Eider

W311114113C News

News

Passional

Days cd our Ures Dr. Phd

WTYF-C115 Y & R

Talk of Itis Town iBold

1:30
1:00
12:00 12:30
111311449C All My Children X One Life to Um

Edition Insider Dr. PhN

Jew-

Home Videos

11111-11C All My Children X One Life to Live

General Hospital Dr. Phi

Oprah Winfrey I News

Globe Trekker

INFT.FIS Virtues Lions

Reeding

King Hill:Malcolm

IOX4For

crier-

Brown

Brown

The 700 Club I

Paid

Paid

Enter-

Pekl

Mak-

Missing Starting Over

MO-

"A Perfect Woe'

WWI

News In Stereo)

Church iAnker-

*SP

Life Tod Fellow- Inspir-

Keep Up'Summer
Summerland I
Drum Job 2005

II
iMeeter ** '3"(2004)8anyPaw.
Bonus Features Blowout In Stereo) :

Movie: ** Toomenricf(1992)I

Movie: **'. "Mystery Oen-11999) X

Movie Lutes

A&E

Movie: Manhunter Movie: it*' 'Aiiport 1975"(1974)'PG Movie: *1 -ores"own PG X
Sell
,All Year 'Sell
Moyle Town:***'t -Chocolat"(2000)Juliette Binoche Sell

FAN

Boy
Arnold
Home

TOON

MTV
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Fear Factor!

70s

Blind

Yes

Malcolm King HNI SlopMluou
Yes
Ray-

Blind

News! News

Sports

Sports
WTVF-CBS ,Cold Case ' In Stereo;[Movie: "Stine Calif(2005)Tom Selack.2 News
i Live From New York: 1st 5 Years of SUL. News! Insider
IPSO-NBC Law Order Cl

"School olLittle

Holly-

' Justice Power-Justice

Paid

Laid-

CSI: Crime Sat

'knew'

Sports

Ent. Tonight

West

Till!

MTV

(500) Bonus Features Blowout (In Stereo)

TNT

NBA Basketball All-Star Game (Uve)I

TLC

Trading Spaces

UFE
USA

China

Dragon

America Scully

Angel "Release"I

Girl-

Girl-

Parker.

Porkers

Pimp

Ilioah's Ark

'Tsunami-Story

Omit The Promise Strong Medicine! ,Missing!
Timis: *L.. 'Sig Daddr(1999. Corned!)illilonk .8

Pimp

Pimp

WIN
TOON
COURT

Cops! Cops! Cops! Cops! The Invostigstors

-BET

14 301 BET Inspiradon

HBO
MAX
SHOW

So 1,

ISer 8

*4*'MIN

Mtera

t In Stereo) Uniiiv11s
IIIIII4
Carv

(1963)

Rix

Phil
TOO The gions"Tillovle:IOW The$'
I
WAR
II
Only **Ii Vow Or((1961)T
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